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Grain kernel damage during harvesting and handling continues to be a challenge in grain 

postharvest operations. The damage causes physical and physiological changes to grain, which 

reduces the grain quality and leads to significant yield loss. During harvesting and handling, grain 

kernels are subject to complex loading conditions consisting of a combination of impact, shear, 

and compression forces that can result in mechanical damage. Although there is considerable 

empirical data focused on kernel damage, there is a lack of generalizable mechanics-based 

predictive models. Mechanics-based models are desirable since they would be useful for providing 

guidance on designing and operating grain handling processes to minimize kernel damage and, 

thus, improve grain quality. The objective of the current study is to develop a mechanics-based 

model for predicting damage of corn and wheat kernels using the discrete element method (DEM). 

The first step in DEM modeling is to determine the model input parameter values. This 

step is critical since the accuracy of the DEM simulations model is greatly affected by these 

parameters. The input parameters for the model developed in this current study are the physical 

and mechanical properties of corn and wheat kernels. These properties were determined by either 

direct measurement or calibration tests and validated with bulk material tests. X-ray micro-CT 

scanning method was used to acquire the grain kernel particle shape representation. The coefficient 

of friction (COF) was measured using a reciprocating pin tribometer. The coefficient of restitution 

(COR) was measured using the calibration method with a box containing multiple bins. The 

measured model parameter values were used to simulate common bulk material tests, i.e. bulk 

density and angle of repose. A comparison was made between the simulated results and the 

experimental measurements. The low percent error between experimental and simulated values 

indicate the accurate model parameter values estimation. 

The damage resistance of corn and wheat kernels to compression, friction, and repeated 

impacts were measured using the universal testing machine, pin-on-disk tribometer, and Wisconsin 
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breakage tester, respectively. Lognormal distribution was used to model the compression test data, 

and three-parameter Weibull distribution was used to model the single and repeated impact test 

data. The statistical models were able accurately predict the damage probability based on the 

loading force or input energy. The wear damage was insignificant for corn-acrylic, corn-steel, and 

wheat-acrylic wear tests. For wheat-steel wear test, the average work done by the friction force to 

cause pericarp damage was 3.85±1.50 J. The test results showed that the corn kernels were more 

susceptible to impact loading, while wheat kernels were more susceptible to compression loading. 

Both corn and wheat kernels had high resistance to wear damage. 

The statistical model that predicts the impact damage probability based on impact energy 

was implemented in DEM. Stein breakage tester was used to validate the developed model. The 

damage level of the samples was then evaluated and compared with the predicted damage level 

output by the DEM simulation using the measured input parameters. However, it was found that 

the DEM simulation prediction error of damage level was high when the input parameters 

characterized by the Wisconsin breakage tester were used. The parameters were then recalibrated 

using Stein breakage tester. The model was able to give a good prediction on the damage fraction 

at different sample size and time levels when the recalibrated parameter values were used. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Motivation 

Grain kernel damage is problematic since it results in postharvest losses. The problem 

persists despite improvements in mechanical harvesting and handling techniques. Kernel damage 

causes physical and physiological changes in grain kernels, which reduces the grain quality and 

leads to significant yield and commercial losses. According to the 2016/2017 Corn Harvest 

Quality Report [1], the average aggregate broken corn and foreign material (BCFM) percentage 

was 0.7% in the U.S. In BCFM-free corn, 4.8% of kernels were chipped and/or cracked, and 

another 4% of kernels contained internal stress cracks. In addition, 2.6% of the kernels were 

damaged by heat, frost, insects, sprouting, disease, weather, grounding, germ, and mold.  

Although there is considerable empirical data focused on kernel damage, there is a lack of 

generalizable mechanics-based predictive models. Mechanics-based models are desirable since 

they would be useful for providing guidance on designing and operating grain handling processes 

to minimize kernel damage and, thus, improve grain quality.  

The discrete element method (DEM) is a powerful modeling tool which has been widely 

used to simulate granular materials. DEM models the flow and mechanical behaviors of granular 

materials by tracking the particle motion and calculating the force applied to individual particles. 

Though validated DEM models have been developed to predict damage for rock during milling 

process [2], little public research has been found to model grain damage with DEM. There is great 

potential in developing and utilizing DEM for predicting grain kernel damage. 

 Objectives 

The specific objectives of the current study are to: 

• Give a comprehensive literature review on grain kernel damage, in terms of types of 

damage, sources of damage, damage prediction models, and experimental testing method. 

• Characterize the physical and mechanical properties of the corn and wheat kernels for DEM 

simulation. 

• Develop a grain damage prediction model and implement the model in DEM. 
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• Validate the developed model by comparing the results of the validation experiment and 

corresponding DEM simulation. 

 Chapter Outline 

Studies were conducted based on the objectives and described in detail in the following 

chapters. A chapter outline is listed below 

• Chapter 2: A comprehensive literature review was made on the types of grain kernel 

damage, sources of grain kernel damage, factors affecting damage, predictive damage 

models, and the experimental methods used to assess the damage. 

• Chapter 4: The coefficients of friction of corn and wheat kernels were measured using a 

reciprocating-pin tribometer. The testing procedure and data analysis process were 

elaborated. 

• Chapter 3: The material and interaction properties of corn and wheat kernels for DEM 

simulations were determined with direct measurement and calibration tests. The measured 

values were validated with bulk material tests and corresponding DEM simulations. 

• Chapter 5: The damage resistance of corn and wheat kernels to compression, friction, and 

repeated impacts were quantified. The damage probability of the kernels was described 

with statistical models. 

• Chapter 6: A damage model developed in Chapter 5 was implemented in DEM. The model 

was validated using a Stein breakage tester.  

• Chapter 7: Conclusions were made and future work was suggested 
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2. A REVIEW OF GRAIN KERNEL DAMAGE: MECHANISMS, 
MODELING, AND TESTING PROCEDURES 

 Introduction  

Grain kernel damage is a persistent problem in agricultural production. The causes of grain 

kernel damage vary greatly depending on kernel properties, environmental conditions, and 

harvesting and handling machine operational settings. The Grain Inspection Handbook published 

by the U.S. Department of Agriculture Grain Inspection, Packers and Stockyards Administration 

[1] categorizes corn kernel damage as being caused by heat, frost, extreme weather, sprouting, 

grounding, disease, insects, germ, or mold. To narrow the scope, the focus of this review is 

mechanical damage induced by harvesting and handling operations. This chapter presents a 

comprehensive review of the types of mechanical damage, sources of damage, factors affecting 

the level of damage, damage prediction models, and the experimental methods that assess damage.  

 Types of Damage 

Mechanical, thermal, and biological damage are the three main types of grain kernel 

damage. The main interest of this review is mechanical damage. Mechanical damage can be 

classified into two categories based on the visibility of the damage, i.e., external and internal [2, 

3]. External damage includes open cracks in the grain, while internal damage lies underneath the 

pericarp and cannot be detected without special instrumentation.  

To describe the location of damage better, cross-sectional renderings of corn and wheat 

kernels are provided in Fig. 2.1. Grain kernels contain a germ or embryo that grows into a whole 

plant; a endosperm or cotyledon that is rich in protein, carbohydrate, and/or fat to provide sufficient 

nutrients for the germ to germinate; and a pericarp or bran that acts as a barrier and protects the 

grain kernel from outside damage and contamination. 
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Fig. 2.1  Grain kernel cross sectional views. Left: corn; Right: wheat 
 

2.2.1 External Damage 

External damage includes broken, chipped, and scuffed kernels, or kernels with fine cracks 

on the pericarp that can be visually observed by the naked eye [4]. Various methods have been 

proposed to further classify external damage in order to assess the severity of damage. The earliest 

classification found in the literature was given by Koehler [5], who conducted a detailed study on 

corn pericarp injuries. Based on the location, the damage could be categorized into three major 

classes: 1. kernels with sound pericarps; 2. kernels with the tip cap broken off; and 3. kernels with 

a pericarp injury. Kernels with a pericarp injury could be further classified as having: 1. severe 

crown injury; 2. slight crown injury; 3. injury over the plumula; 4. injury over the radicle; 5. injury 

around the edge of the germ; or 6. other pericarp injuries. 

The drawback of this classification method is that it requires an in-depth knowledge of 

grain kernel anatomy to assess the grain quality. In addition, relating the kernel damage to 

processing quality and storability is a challenging task. Chowdhury and Buchele [4] developed a 

numerical damage index to evaluate damage more critically, and is less subjective and now widely 

used for testing corn. The damage is assessed based on the change in the color of kernels with the 

application of a fast green dye. The dye only adheres to the starch, while the other parts of corn 

kernels do not react to the application of this dye. According to these authors, the severity of the 

damage can be classified into five levels: 1. broken kernels and fine material that pass through a 

12/64-inch round-hole sieve; 2. severely damaged (broken, chipped, and crushed kernels, with 

more than 1/3 of the whole kernel missing); 3. major damage (open cracks, chipped, and severe 
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pericarp damage highlighted by green dye); 4. minor damage (hairline cracks and spots of pericarp 

missing highlighted by green dye); or 5. sound kernels with no damage. Fig 2.2 is a picture of 

kernel samples illustrating the levels of damage.  

Researchers have also strived to develop automatic methods for detecting grain kernel 

damage, which usually require a more simple and standardizable classification [6–11]. In a study 

on using a computer vision system to evaluate corn and soybean quality [7], external damage was 

categorized into three classes, i.e., broken (the original shape of the kernel is lost); chipped (white 

floury endosperm is exposed due to the loss of part of the pericarp and vitreous endosperm, but 

the overall kernel shape is unchanged); and starch-cracked (open pericarp with exposed 

endosperm). Overall, different methods have been proposed based on the objectives of the studies. 

However, there is still a lack of consensus on defining the severity of external damage. 

 

 

Fig. 2.2  Levels of grain damage. D2, severe damage (top left); D3, major damage (top right); 
D4, minor damage (bottom left); D5, Sound Kernel (bottom right) 

 

2.2.2 Internal Damage  

Compared with external damage, internal damage is harder to detect through visual 

inspection. The major internal damage that reduces corn quality is stress cracks. Gunasekaran et 
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al. [12] defined stress cracks as the fine fissures in a kernel’s endosperm, underneath the pericarp. 

The formation and propagation of internal stress cracks depend on the kernel’s structure, 

composition, and variety. Microscopic structural analysis of kernel fissures was conducted by 

Robutti et al. [13], Balastreire et al. [14], and Gunasekaran et al. for corn [15]; Wang and 

Jeronimidis for wheat [16]; and Li and Mao for rice [17]. The microscopic analysis indicated that, 

in general, a stress crack develops as a single crack and progresses to multiple cracks. Multiple 

cracks appear as the internal stresses increase [18]. It is found that cracks usually initiate from 

internal flaws in the weaker region of the endosperm of the kernel [14]. With an increase in stress, 

cracks propagate through the cell walls around the starch granules towards the surface of the kernel. 

The most common cause of stress cracking is a rapid change in temperature and moisture [19–22], 

especially during drying and rewetting processes. Internal damage can also occur due to impact 

during harvesting and handling processes [23, 24].  

With the cracks being internal, evaluation of kernel stress cracks requires special 

instrumentation. One simple and widely used method is to examine the kernels individually over 

a light source, such as a lightbox (Fig. 2.3) [21]. The backlight method can be used to quickly 

estimate the degree of internal damage for corn; however, the method is not applicable to grains 

that have low transmittance, such as wheat. Similar visualization methods include computer vision 

[12, 25], scanning electron microscopy, and X-ray micro tomography (Fig. 2.4) [26–28], which 

have been adopted by researchers in recent years. Compared to backlighting the kernels, these 

methods are able to provide more information on the width, length, and location of stress cracks, 

along with how stress cracks propagate within the kernel. However, these tests are time-consuming 

and require costly equipment, restricting their widespread use. 

 

 

Fig. 2.3  Corn kernel illuminated by back light. From Left to right: No stress crack; Single stress 
crack; Multiple stress cracks. Red outlines were drawn around the stress cracks 
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Fig. 2.4  X-ray images of corn kernels (Left: undamaged; Right: with internal stress cracks). Red 
outlines were drawn around the stress cracks 

 Negative Effects of Grain Mechanical Damage 

External and internal damage in grain kernels affects their quality and leads to various 

challenges during downstream processes. The decrease in grain quality affects the kernel 

germinability, storability, feed value, handling, and processing characteristics. Mechanical damage 

has negative effects on various agricultural production processes (e.g., planting, storage, and food 

processing), and eventually results in yield and commercial losses. Low-quality grain also affects 

both human and livestock health. The following list summarizes the negative effects of external 

and internal damage: 

• Significant mechanical damage to grain kernels leads to a lower grade and typically a price 

discount. 

• Minor damage, like chipped or hairline fissures on the pericarp, has little effect on grain 

germinability. However, missing a large fraction of the kernel and/or having deep cracks 

in the endosperm or germ may result in a significant decrease in germination rate [29].  

• Grain kernels with a damaged seed coat are more susceptible to insect infestation and 

microbiological contamination, which decreases the allowable storage time, causes 

nutrient loss, and can even result in the presence of toxic compounds if certain types of 

fungi grow on the kernels [30, 31].  
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• Both internal and external damage decrease mechanical strength and increase the breakage 

susceptibility of the grain. Consequently, more serious physical damage could occur in 

downstream handling operations [32].  

• Kernel damage also affects the grain’s water absorption rate, which could lead to 

overcooking or undercooking during grain processing operations [33].  

• The yield of large flaking grits in dry milling and the yield of starch in wet milling are 

lower for grain with a higher degree of breakage and more stress cracks [12, 20].  

 Sources of Damage 

There are many mechanisms that can lead to grain kernel damage. Prior to harvest, damage 

occurs mainly from severe weather conditions and insect infestation. During harvesting and 

subsequent handling operations, grain is subject to impact, compaction, and frictional loads that 

can result in mechanical damage. Another major factor is the drying process used to reduce the 

kernel moisture content from harvest conditions (18 – 25%) to safe storage conditions (13 – 15%). 

The high-temperature air used for drying grains generates thermal and moisture stress gradients 

inside the kernels that can lead to internal cracks. During storage of damaged kernels, there will 

be an increased fungal growth and accompanying risk of contamination with mycotoxins due to 

easy accessibility to exposed starch and other components in the kernels. 

2.4.1 Damage caused by machines 

2.4.1.1 Harvesting 

Mechanical damage caused during the combine harvesting process has been studied by 

many researchers [34–45]. These studies conclude that the harvesting process is the primary source 

of mechanical damage. To better illustrate the process, an internal view of a combine in an 

operating state is shown in Fig. 2.5. The harvesting process can be divided into four steps: cutting, 

threshing, separation, and cleaning [46]. Throughout the entire harvesting process, grain is subject 

to impact, friction, and compression loads. 
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Fig. 2.5  Illustration of the combine harvesting process [47] 
Among the four steps of the harvesting process, threshing is the primary source of 

mechanical damage [48]. In a combine harvester, threshing occurs between the cylinder and the 

concave. Threshing is the process of detaching grain from other parts of the plant by applying 

mechanical forces that create a combination of impact, shear, and compression [49]. An illustration 

of the threshing process is shown in Fig. 2.6. Even after threshing and before dropping through the 

concave opening, the detached kernels continue bouncing between the cylinder and concave bar. 

During this bouncing, the kernels are subjected to impact forces from the cylinder and concave bar 

and compressive forces from the threshing device and incoming plant material [48].  

 

 

Fig. 2.6  Schematic of threshing process 
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Machine parameter settings of cylinder speed, concave clearance, and feed rate are the 

primary factors that affect the level of grain damage. Table 2.1 provides a summary of factors that 

lead to kernel damage during harvesting. Among these parameters, cylinder speed has the largest 

influence. At higher cylinder speeds, grain is subject to larger impulsive forces due to impacts with 

the cylinder, concave, and other kernels [34]. Compared to cylinder speed, concave clearance has 

a less significant effect on grain kernel damage. In general, a decrease in concave clearance results 

in an increase in mechanical damage [36, 37, 40, 44]. This trend occurs because a small concave 

clearance tends to increase the chance that grain kernels are jammed, and the grain kernels may be 

impacted multiple times in the shelling crescent (the space between the cylinder and the concave) 

before they exit the threshing chamber. The grain kernel damage level also decreases with an 

increase in feed rate [34, 37]. At a higher feed rate, plant material inside the machine is denser and 

cushions the grain from impacts.  
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Table 2.1  A summary of affecting factors related to combine harvesting operation 

Factors Grain type Method/Devices used to test Reference 

Physical properties, morphological 

characteristics of corn and cob 

Corn Stationary laboratory sheller [35] 

Moisture content, cylinder speed, 

concave length 

Corn Stationary laboratory sheller [38] 

Types of combine harvester Corn Stationary laboratory sheller [39] 

Types of combine, cylinder speed, 

concave clearance 

Corn Field tests using combine 

harvesters 

[44] 

Moisture content, cylinder speed, 

concave length 

Corn Field tests using combine 

harvesters 

[36] 

Moisture content, cylinder speed, 

concave length 

Corn Stationary laboratory sheller [48] 

Concave length Corn Stationary laboratory sheller [50] 

Types of combine harvester Corn Field tests using combine 

harvesters 

[51] 

Corn ear orientation during shelling Corn Stationary laboratory sheller [52] 

Cylinder speed, cylinder inflation 

pressure 

Corn Stationary laboratory sheller 

(rubber roller sheller) 

[53] 

Grain variety, cylinder peripheral 

speed, moisture content, number of 

passes through thresher 

Rice Thresher [45] 

Cylinder speed, concave clearance, 

feed rate 

Wheat Stationary laboratory sheller [34] 

Type of thresher, moisture content, 

peripheral speed, total throughput 

Wheat Stationary laboratory sheller [54] 

Feed rate, cylinder speed, concave 

clearance 

Wheat, barley Stationary laboratory sheller [37] 

Moisture content, cylinder speed, 

concave length 

Navy bean Field test using combine 

harvesters 

[40] 

Types of combine, cylinder speed, 

concave clearance 

Soybean Field test using combine 

harvesters 

[42] 

Moisture content, cylinder speed, 

length of storage period after threshing 

Soybean Stationary laboratory sheller [43] 

Moisture content, cylinder speed, 

concave clearance, concave length, 

cylinder configuration, concave 

configuration  

Soybean Stationary laboratory sheller, 

field test using combine 

harvesters  

[55] 
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Besides machine parameters, other influencing factors affecting damage include the kernel 

residence time within the shelling crescent and the corn ear orientation during shelling [48, 52, 55, 

56]. A longer residence time inside the shelling crescent results in a larger number of impacts and 

longer loading durations. The level of damage increases almost linearly as the kernels travel further 

along the concave [56]. Mahmoud and Buchele [52] evaluated the effect of corn ear orientation on 

mechanical damage and found that the tip-in orientation caused a higher level of damage compared 

to the roll-in orientation.  

2.4.1.2 Handling 

The handling process is another major source of grain kernel mechanical damage. The most 

common handling equipment used by commercial and farm grain handlers, aggregators, and 

processors includes belt conveyors, drag chain/flight conveyors, screw/auger conveyors, bucket 

conveyors, and pneumatic conveyors [57]. Examples of these different kinds of conveyors are 

shown in ff 2.7. The degree of damage caused by handling equipment is considered to be one of 

the key factors in evaluating their performance. Thus, various laboratory and field experiments 

have been conducted by researchers to test the damage induced by different types of handling 

equipment [58–62]. However, most researchers limited the scope of their study to quantifying the 

damage and few conducted in-depth studies to understand the grain kernel damage mechanisms. 

Table 2.2 provides a summary of the influencing factors from handling operations. The major 

factors such as conveying speed, conveying distance, and feed rate are discussed in the following 

sections.  

 

Fig. 2.7  Common mechanical handling devices used by the grain handling industry. From A to 
E: belt conveyor; flight conveyor; bucket conveyor; screw conveyor; pneumatic conveyor 
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Table 2.2  A summary of affecting factors related to handling operation 
Factors Grain Type Handling system References 

Conveying speed, feed rate, conveying 

distance 

Corn Screw conveyor [63] 

Conveying speed, entrance opening height Castor seed Screw conveyor [64] 

Number of passes, screw-tube clearance Wheat Screw conveyor [65] 

Shape of grain, size of grain, screw-tube 

clearance 

Spinach, rapeseed, 

millet, blue peas, 

wheat 

Screw conveyor [66] 

Conveying speed, screw-tube clearance Wheat Screw conveyor [67] 

Air velocity, conveying distance, wheat 

variety, harvesting conditions 

Wheat Pneumatic conveyor [68] 

Air velocity, grain flow rate, conveying 

distance, discharge device 

Corn Pneumatic conveyor [69] 

Air velocity, feed rate Corn Pneumatic conveyor [70] 

Type of conveyor, conveying rate, grain 

variety, moisture content, drying condition 

Corn Drag conveyors [61] 

Type of conveyor, feed rate, number of 

passes, inclination angle, moisture content 

Soybean Steel-flighting screw 

conveyor, screw conveyor 

with rubber intake, steel-

core bristle screw conveyor, 

rubber-flight conveyor, 

pneumatic conveyor, belt 

conveyor 

[62] 

Type of conveyor, feed rate, conveying 

speed, inclination angle, moisture content 

Corn, soybean Standard screw conveyor, 

perforated-tube screw 

conveyor, U-trough screw 

conveyor, vertical bucket 

elevator 

[60] 

 

A bucket elevator utilizes multiple buckets fixed on a moving belt to haul grain kernels 

vertically. Fiscus et al. [58], Foster and Holman [59], and Hall [60] experimentally quantified the 

grain mechanical damage caused by bucket elevators. Their results showed that the percent 
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damage (by weight) was less than 3.2 % and the damage depended on the grain and handling 

conditions. Hall [60] identified that bucket elevators mainly damage grain during the process of 

filling-in and discharging the grain. The buckets impact the grain with a higher force when filling 

in at the bottom of the leg (boot section), and the grain impacts the housing at the head section at 

the top of the elevator during discharge. When working at a low capacity, the same grain would 

be hit by the bucket at the boot section more times than when working at a higher capacity. Thus, 

the damage created by the bucket elevator was higher compared with other handling systems.  

 Common screw conveyors consist of three basic components: a screw to move the material, 

a trough/casing/housing to contain the material and the screw, and a motor to drive the screw. The 

major function of the screw conveyor is to elevate and transport bulk material over short to medium 

distances [71]. This is achieved by pushing the material forward along the axis of the screw casing 

with the thrust movement of the rotating screw flight [72]. The sources of damage in screw 

conveyors can be classified into two categories: i) kernels shearing at the conveyor inlet section 

where the screw flight enters the casing, and ii) kernels jamming in the clearance between the 

screw flight and casing [66].  

Screw conveyor machine or operational parameters affecting the damage level are 

conveying load, conveying speed, inclination angle, and clearance between the screw and the 

casing. Increasing the speed of conveying generates more damaged grain since, in such a condition, 

the grain kernels impact the casing wall at a higher speed [63, 64, 73]. Moreover, increasing the 

speed leads to a decline in conveyor filling percentage and a greater percentage of the grain is 

conveyed near the perimeter of the screw flight [74]. As a result, kernels have a higher probability 

of being jammed between the screw flight and the casing. Working at the rated capacity, there is 

less empty space within the conveyor and the grains cannot bounce around and strike on the wall 

or auger surfaces [60]. It was found that the damage during conveying increases significantly if 

the conveyor was operated below the rated capacity [62]. The effect of inclination angle on grain 

damage is inconsistent among articles. Experiments on shelled corn tested at zero and 50° [63] and 

on paddy tested at 10°, 20°, and 30° [73] indicated that inclination angle had no significant effect 

on damage level. However, an experiment on soybeans tested at 15° and 30° suggested that a 

significant amount of damage was produced when the angle of inclination was steep [62]. As for 

the effect of clearance on damage, a study showed that grain was more likely to be jammed when 

the size of the clearance was close to the size of the grain [75]. Theoretically, little jamming will 
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occur if the clearance is much smaller than the grain size. The critical clearance that should not be 

exceeded in order to prevent the kernels from jamming can be estimated from the grain shape, the 

roundness of the screw blade edge, and the coefficient of friction between the grain and surface 

[66]. The cost of manufacturing goes up when the requirement for the clearance accuracy is high 

and, thus, clearances are generally not small. The mechanical damage also decreases with a screw-

tube clearance much larger than the grain size; however, the conveying capacity for this 

configuration is low.  

The quality of kernels has been found to only degrade slightly during pneumatic handling 

[68, 70]. Grain kernels are broken by high speed impacts against the conveying tube, especially at 

elbow sections. The other major cause of damage is getting crushed at airlock feeders [76]. The 

major mechanical parameters affecting the damage level are the air velocity and the conveying 

distance. A study on shelled corn damage in pneumatic conveyors reported that dust production 

and the percent fines increased exponentially when the air velocity exceeded a critical speed of 20 

m/s [69, 70]. Converse et al. [68] studied mechanical damage to wheat in pneumatic conveyors 

and found that the grain kernel damage increased almost linearly with the conveying distance. 

Grain kernel damage caused by belt conveyors and drag chain/flight conveyors is reported 

less frequently in the literature as compared to the previously discussed conveyors. Misra et al. 

[62] tested six soybean-seed conveyors for capacity and seed damage, including a steel flight auger, 

an auger with a rubber intake, a pneumatic conveyor, a rubber belt conveyor, a rubber flight 

conveyor, and a steel-core bristle auger. Compared with the other type of conveyors, damage by 

belt and flight conveyors was low (less than 1% by weight) during conveying. Johnson [61] 

quantitatively measured the shelled corn damage caused by drag conveyors and found that the 

percentage of broken corn increased by less than 1% after conveying for 30 meters. The drag 

conveyor type (flat bottom and U-trough) and conveying rate had no significant effect on the 

damage level. Mwaro et al. [77] determined the damage rate of shelled corn at various moisture 

contents transported using three different drag conveyors. The percentage of grain breakage ranged 

from 1.6% to 4.6%, with the highest damage occurring when the conveyor operated below the 

rated capacity (1/4th of the rated capacity). The study indicated that kernel damage was mainly the 

result of compression between the conveyor flight and casing. 

Grain kernels are also subject to impact when free falling onto a hard surface, such as 

unloading grain from a combine into a cart or filling into a storage bin. Various drop tests were 
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conducted with shelled corn, soybeans, and wheat [58, 59]. It was found that mechanical damage 

to the grain increases with the drop height. This is because, with increasing drop height, the kernels 

gain velocity that results in a large impact load [78]. Foster and Holman [59] suggested limiting 

the drop height to 12 meters (40 feet) to reduce the damage by free-fall. The damage depended on 

the type of grain when tested at the same conditions. Wheat was less susceptible to impact damage 

(percentage damage was less than 0.4%) than soybeans, and soybeans were less susceptible to 

impact damage than corn.  

2.4.2 Other Sources of Damage 

The primary focus of this study is mechanical damage caused by harvesting and subsequent 

handling operations. However, other sources of pre-harvest and post-harvest damage are discussed 

briefly in this section.  

In order to increase storage life, grain is dried to a low moisture content before storing in a 

bin. Furthermore, during storage, rewetting (rehydration) could occur due to changes in ambient 

weather conditions. Many studies have described the kernel damaged caused by drying and 

rehydration [18–21, 79, 80]. Drying and rewetting generate temperature and moisture gradients 

within grain kernels that create internal tensile stresses [81]. Fluctuations in ambient temperature 

and relative humidity could induce internal stresses sufficiently large to cause stress cracks [79]. 

The factors affecting stress crack formation were summarized by Gunasekaran et al. [32] and 

include drying rate, temperature and moisture gradients, initial and final moisture contents, drying 

air temperature and airflow rate, and the type of corn. Improper drying or unfavorable storage 

conditions can increase grain kernel damage and susceptibility to damage through insect and mold 

growth during storage [31]. Damage caused by fungi in stored grains includes generating hot spots 

(fungi-induced hot spots have been reported to increase grain temperature up to 64 °C [82]), 

producing toxic substances (e.g., aflatoxins, ochratoxins, and fumonisins [83]), decreasing 

germinability, and causing nutrient loss. It was found that initial contamination level, temperature, 

moisture content, invasion of pests, and the type of storage containers used are the major factors 

affecting fungal growth in stored grain [31].  
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2.4.3 Cumulative damage 

The damage level of grain increases from harvest to storage. Pierce and Hanna [84] 

simulated a sequence of on-farm handling processes, including harvesting, drying, and conveying, 

and measured the cumulative damage levels and breakage susceptibility after each process. The 

authors found that the type of damage was highly influenced by the method of handling and 

processing. Harvesting accounted for 60% of the seed coat damage while conveying accounted for 

65% of the broken corn and fine material. Drying and cooling processes did not directly increase 

the external damage; however, they contributed to 40% of the breakage susceptibility, which 

significantly increased the probability of damage in subsequent handling operations. 

 Grain Kernel Properties and Handling Conditions Affecting Damage 

In addition to harvest and handling methods, physical and mechanical properties of the 

grain kernels can affect damage susceptibility, such as moisture content and composition, as well 

as handling conditions such as grain impact velocity, contact surface type, angle of impact, and 

kernel orientation of loading. Table 2.3 summarizes the factors that lead to impact damage of 

kernels.  
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Table 2.3  A summary of affecting factors related to impact damage 

Factors Grain type Method/Devices used to test References 

Moisture content, temperature, drop height Pea bean Free fall drop test [24] 

Type of handling, drop height, impact angle, 

impact surface, type of spout end, feeding method 

Corn, soybean, wheat Free fall drop test, grain 

thrower test, bucket elevator 

test 

[58] 

Type of handling, impact velocity, type of contact 

surface 

Corn, soybean, wheat, pea 

bean 

Free fall drop test, spouting 

drop test, grain thrower test, 

bucket elevator test 

[59] 

Impact velocity, moisture content Soybean Centrifugal impactor [51] 

Impact velocity, moisture content Corn Centrifugal impactor [85] 

Impact velocity, moisture content Corn Centrifugal impactor [86] 

Moisture content, impact velocity, type of impact 

surface, angle of impact surface, grain orientation 

Corn Pneumatic projector [87] 

Impact velocity Cottonseed Static rupture test (seed 

loading frame), impact rupture 

test (pneumatic projector) 

[88] 

Moisture content, impact velocity, grain orientation Corn (with internal cracks) Rotating synchronized disks 

impactor 

[23] 

Impact velocity, grain size, temperature, grain 

orientation, moisture content 

Navy bean Rotating synchronized disks 

impactor 

[89] 

Grain orientation, moisture content Soybean Rotating synchronized disks 

impactor 

[90] 

Impact velocity, moisture content Kidney beans Rotary hammer impactor [91] 

Impact velocity, number of impacts, moisture 

content 

Wheat Rotary hammer impactor [92] 

Moisture content, impact velocity Chickpea Rotary hammer impactor [93] 

Moisture content, impact velocity, grain orientation Navy bean Rotary hammer impactor [94] 

Moisture content, impact velocity Soybean Rotary hammer impactor [29] 

Impact velocity, moisture content, orientation Cottonseed Rotary hammer impactor [95] 

Contact surface hardness, grain orientation Soybean Rotary bars impactor [96] 

Moisture content, impact energy Wheat, triticale seeds Drop weight impactor [97] 

Moisture content, impact energy Pinto bean Drop weight impactor [98] 

Impact velocity, moisture content Corn Grain impact system  [99] 

Grain size, moisture content Corn Rigid-hammer mill [100] 

Impact velocity, moisture content Bambara nut  Slingshot impactor [101] 
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2.5.1 Physical and Mechanical Properties 

Moisture content is one of the most significant factors affecting the level of grain kernel 

damage. Mechanical properties, like failure strength, modulus of elasticity, and brittleness, are 

closely correlated with moisture content. Studies have shown that with an increase in kernel 

moisture content the breakage susceptibility first decreases and then beyond a certain moisture 

level it increases [102, 103]. Grain kernels at low moisture content are more likely to break since 

they are more brittle, less elastic, and have lower rupture energy than kernels at a higher moisture 

content [55, 104]. However, when the kernel moisture exceeds a certain limit, the kernels become 

too soft to withstand damage. It has been reported that there exists an optimum moisture content 

(wet basis) for specific types and variety of grain at which the damage would be minimized [93, 

97], e.g., 13% for rapeseed [78], 28% for winter wheat [78], 20% for lentil seeds [79], and 17.5% 

for chickpea [93]. Compared with moisture content, other physical properties such as temperature, 

size, and shape, have less influence on grain kernel damage [87]. At low temperatures, grain is 

more brittle, so that handling induces more damage during winter than summer [58, 100]. Large 

kernels are more easily damaged than small kernels since larger kernels have more mass and, 

consequently, are subject to greater force during impact [89]. Experimental work has proved this 

effect of size on kernel damage for corn [100], soybean [51], and navy beans [89]. 

2.5.2 Effect of impact velocity, impact angle, impact surface, and kernel orientation 

Impact damage is one of the major causes of grain breakage during harvesting and handling 

operations. The level of impact damage is mainly influenced by impact velocity, kernel orientation, 

angle of impact, and the surface on which the impact occurs.  

Grain impact velocity, related to machine parameters such as cylinder rotational speed and 

conveying speed, is a significant parameter influencing the level of damage. Kernels impacting at 

a higher velocity are subjected to a higher impact load, which consequently leads to more damage. 

Empirical relationships correlating impact velocity and damage level have been developed for 

various kinds of grain through single kernel impact experiments [24, 85, 87, 89, 92, 104]. For corn 

and soybeans, the impact damage becomes significant when the impact velocity is higher than 10 

m/s [23, 90]. For navy beans, as the impact velocity increased from 5 m/s to 15 m/s, the percentage 

of damaged beans increased from 0.17% to 32.88% [98].  
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Angle of impact, i.e., the angle between the direction of grain movement and the impact 

surface, also plays a role in damage level. Keller et al. [87] reported that reducing the angle of 

impact reduces kernel damage; however, the decrease in damage depended on the type of contact 

surface. For instance, reducing the angle of impact from 90° to 45° reduced kernel damage by 25% 

on steel and urethane surfaces, while the reduction on a concrete surface was less. The effect of 

kernel orientation varies with the grain type since the kernel shape, structure, and composition 

differ from one variety to another. Impact damage at different kernel orientations was studied by 

various researchers for corn [23], soybeans [90, 96], navy beans [89], barley [104], oats [104], and 

cottonseeds [95]. Taking soybeans as an example, impacting on the radicle resulted in a decrease 

in kernel germination rate while impacting on the cotyledon caused minor damage [90, 96]. Impact 

tests considering the influence of contact surface type  showed that kernels impacting on a concrete 

surface experienced more damage than those impacting on steel, and grain-on-grain impact caused 

less damage than impacting on concrete and steel surfaces [58, 59, 87, 96]. These results 

demonstrate that kernels impacting on rougher and less resilient surfaces leads to an increased 

damage. 

 Models for Predicting Particle Damage 

2.6.1 Models Developed for Grain Kernels 

Damage prediction models for grain kernels are mostly derived from experimental data 

using regression analyses. A summary of a number of empirical models for grain impact damage 

is given in Table 2.4. It is worth noting that Shahbazi et al. conducted a series of impact damage 

tests on different grain types and varieties (including mung bean seeds [105], wheat [92, 97, 106], 

triticale seeds [97], pinto beans [98], lentil seeds [103], chickpea seeds [93], navy beans [94], and 

kidney beans [91]) at different moisture content levels, and constructed prediction models based 

on regression analyses. The problem with empirical models is that the regression results are 

dependent on the experimental method and material conditions [107]. It is challenging to compare 

models since the experiments used to generate the model data used different test apparatuses, grain 

varieties, velocities, and moisture contents. However, despite these limitations, empirical models 

have improved researchers’ understanding of the factors that influence grain kernel damage. 

Moreover, these studies have greatly improved the development and refinement of the apparatuses 
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used to generate kernel damage, e.g., the centrifugal impactor [51, 85, 86, 108, 109], the pendulum 

impactor [49], the pneumatic impactor [88], the rotary arm impactor [29, 92, 93, 102], the rotating 

disk impactor [23, 89, 90], the slingshot impactor [101], and the drop bar impactor [97], and 

approaches to assess damage, e.g., sieving and screening [58, 59], the fast green dye test [23, 87], 

the germination test [103], the light box test [23], and the x-ray analysis [89].
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[a] Percent damage, PD in %, is the number of damaged kernel divided by the total number of kernel used in test; Impact velocity, V in m/s, is the linear velocity when the kernel was impacted; Number of rotations, N in rpm, is the impeller speed of centrifugal impactor; 
Grain kernel moisture content, MC in % wet basis; Number of impact n; 𝛼𝛼,𝛽𝛽, 𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏 are constant determined by empirical data 
[b] Grain kernel moisture content, MC in wet basis 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2.4 A summary of empirical models for predicting grain impact damage 
Grain type Parameters tested[a] Apparatus Impact condition Form of regression models[a] Moisture content (%)[b] Speed (m/s or rpm) Reference  
Cotton seed V Pneumatic impactor Single kernel 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝛼𝛼 ∙ 𝑉𝑉𝛽𝛽  6, 10, 14 15.24, 20.32, 25.4, 30.48, 40.64 [88]  
Soybean and shelled corn V Free fall drop test In bulk 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝛼𝛼 ∙ 𝑉𝑉𝛽𝛽 Soybean: 11, 12.5; Corn: 

13, 15 
12.29, 15.87, 18.54 [59]  

Bambara nut V, MC Slingshot impactor Single kernel 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝛼𝛼e𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽 
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1𝑉𝑉 
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 

10, 20, 30, 40 3, 7, 11, 15 [101]  

Soybean MC Rotary hammer 
impactor 

Single kernel 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = αe𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽   Aldana: 7.1, 11.5, 14.4, 
16.3, 20.3; Polan: 7.9, 
12.5, 14.6, 16.7, 19.9; 
Progres: 6.7, 12.5, 14.8, 
17.2, 20.0 

21.46 [29]  

Rape seed and wheat MC Rotary hammer 
impactor 

Single kernel 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑏𝑏2𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀2 Wheat: 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 
28, 32; Rapeseed: 5, 7, 9, 
11, 13, 15 

  [102]  

Wheat and triticale seed MC, impact energy 
level  

Drop weight 
impactor 

Single kernel 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑏𝑏2𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀2  7.5, 12, 17, 22, 27   [97]  

Navy bean V, MC, kernel 
orientation 

Rotary hammer 
impactor 

Single kernel 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑏𝑏2𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀2 
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1𝑉𝑉 + 𝑏𝑏2𝑉𝑉2 

10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, 20, 25 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15 [94]  

Bean seed after drying N, MC Centrifugal impactor In bulk 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1𝑁𝑁 + 𝑏𝑏2𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 14, 17, 21 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, 2,500 [109]  

Shelled corn N, MC Centrifugal impactor In bulk 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1𝑁𝑁 + 𝑏𝑏2𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ∙ 𝑁𝑁 
+𝑏𝑏3𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀2 

8.5, 13.9, 18.9, 24.1, 29.2 2,000, 2,500, 3,000, 3,500, 
4,000 

[85]  

Shelled corn N, MC Centrifugal impactor In bulk 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1𝑁𝑁 + 𝑏𝑏2𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑏𝑏3𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀2  9.3, 14.1, 28 1,500, 2,000, 2,500, 3,000, 
3,500 

[86]  

Chickpea V, MC Rotary hammer 
impactor 

Single kernel  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑏𝑏2𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ∙ 𝑉𝑉 + 𝑏𝑏3𝑉𝑉2 + 𝑏𝑏4𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀2 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, 20  5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, 20 [93]  

Kidney bean V, MC Rotary hammer 
impactor 

Single kernel  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1𝑉𝑉 + 𝑏𝑏2𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑏𝑏3𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ∙ 𝑉𝑉 + 𝑏𝑏4𝑉𝑉2 + 𝑏𝑏5𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀2 5, 10, 15, 20 5, 7.5, 10, 12 [91]  

Wheat V, MC, n Rotary hammer 
impactor 

Single kernel  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1𝑉𝑉 + 𝑏𝑏2𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑏𝑏3𝑚𝑚 + 𝑏𝑏4𝑉𝑉2 + 𝑏𝑏5𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀2 + 𝑏𝑏6𝑚𝑚2 7.5, 12, 15.3, 19, 23.3 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 [92]  

Corn before shelling MC, cob MC, V, 
weight of ear, testing 
date (X1-X5) 

Rotary impact testing 
machine 

Impact whole ears, 
before shelling 

 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1𝑋𝑋1 + ⋯+ 𝑏𝑏5𝑋𝑋5 + 𝑏𝑏11 𝑋𝑋12 + ⋯+ 𝑏𝑏55 𝑋𝑋52 + 𝑏𝑏12𝑋𝑋1𝑋𝑋2 + ⋯+
𝑏𝑏45 𝑋𝑋4𝑋𝑋5 

6, 10, 14  12.7, 15.24, 20.32 [110]  
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Over the last decade, attempts have been made to develop mechanistic models for 

predicting grain kernel damage during handling processes. While empirical models are built on 

direct observation, measurement, and extensive data, mechanistic models describe the process 

based on an understanding of physics or chemistry [111]. For example, grain kernel damage has 

been modeled using the finite element method (FEM) [112] to give detailed force and deformation 

analysis on kernels. In FEM, the kernel is divided into a collection of connected elements, each of 

which follows a specified stress-strain relationship. The deformation of the system of elements is 

determined from Newton’s Laws numerically. Xu et al. [113] used FEM to simulate impact 

between a threshing tooth and a single rice kernel. Based on a stress analysis in a single kernel, the 

critical velocity corresponding to the critical tensile stress (minimum stress that causes permanent 

plastic deformation or cracks) was predicted to be 29.5 m/s. The simulation prediction was close 

to the experimental result of 30 m/s. Another investigator modeled the compression of individual 

and bulk Jatropha curcas seeds in a container [114, 115]. The results of the model indicated that 

the coefficient of friction between seeds and between a seed and the container played a significant 

role in the initial stage of the pressing process. The authors observed that the information provided 

by the FEM model is useful for optimizing the design of oil pressing machines to increase energy 

efficiency. 

In recent years, the discrete element method (DEM) has become a useful tool for studying 

the mechanics and dynamics of grain systems. In DEM simulations, the dynamics of every kernel 

is modeled [116]. At each time step in the simulation, kernel-kernel and kernel-boundary contacts 

are detected, the contact forces are then calculated based on a specific force model, and the kernel 

accelerations are found using Newton’s Laws. These accelerations are then integrated in time to 

determine new kernel states. DEM has been used to investigate grain damage, including modeling 

of compression damage of rapeseed [117], damage of sorghum and wheat in a vertical screw 

conveyor [118], breakage of corn in drag chain conveyors [77], and wheat breakage during milling 

[119]. The lattice element method (LEM) is an intermediate approach between DEM and FEM 

and can be used to study the fracture of heterogeneous materials. LEM has been used to model the 

fragmentation of protein and starch components within wheat endosperm [120, 121]. 

Compared to empirical models, mechanistic models can provide deeper insight, can be 

applied to a greater variety of systems, and can be used to reduce experimental testing [111]. 

However, developing mechanistic models requires a fundamental understanding of the significant 
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physics in the system. In addition, developing and running mechanistic models can be time-

consuming.  

2.6.2 Damage Models for Non-grain Materials 

In this section, models that are developed and being used to predict the damage 

mechanisms in minerals and pharmaceutical compacts are described. Though the biological 

materials are very complex in terms of size, shape and chemical composition, these models could 

be adapted to predict the damage mechanisms in grain kernels. The application of these models 

for grain kernels would require assumptions to overcome the variability in kernels due to variety, 

physical characteristics, non-uniformity chemical composition, etc. However, appropriate 

adaption of these models would help develop improved mechanistic models using the modeling 

techniques such as FEM, DEM and LEM.  

2.6.2.1 Impact Models 

 Though grain kernel impact damage is undesirable, impact-induced breakage of ore and 

rock is crucial in size reduction processes, thus it is widely studied in the science of comminution. 

The degree of impact damage is usually expressed as a function of impact velocity (𝑣𝑣) or specific 

kinetic energy (𝑣𝑣
2

2
). Different forms of breakage probability models for single impacts were 

summarized by Rozenblat et al. [122] and include the logistic model [123], Weibull model [124–

127], lognormal model [128], and power law model [129]. These models were developed to better 

predict particle fragmentation during size reduction and pneumatic conveying processes. 

One commonly used analytical impact model, developed by Ghadiri and Zhang [130], 

predicts the single-impact attrition of particles with a semi-brittle failure mode. The model 

proposed that the fraction of material removed per impact, ξ, is, 

 
ξ = α

ρv2𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐2

 
(2.1) 

where, α is a proportionality constant that is independent of material properties and particle size, 

ρ is the particle density, v is the impact velocity, l is the characteristic particle size, H is the 

particle’s hardness, and Kc is the fracture toughness of the particle. The proportionality constant 𝛼𝛼 

can be determined from a single particle impact test [131]. The model was validated by comparing 

experimental test data collected using the impact device shown in Fig. 2.8. Particles made of ionic 
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single crystals were fed into the device individually and accelerated by compressed air to a specific 

speed. The particle impacted perpendicularly against a rigid target and the mass loss of the particle 

was measured.  

 

 

Fig. 2.8 Impact damage testing device (Ghadiri and Zhang Model) [130] 
 

Using dimensional analysis, Vogel and Peukert [132] derived a fracture mechanics model 

to predict breakage probability, PB,  

 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵  =  1 − exp[−𝑓𝑓Mat.𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 �𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 −  𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,min�] (2.2) 
where fMat is a material strength parameter, x is the initial particle size, k is the number of impacts, 

Em is the mass-specific impact energy, and Em,min is the minimum specific impact energy below 

which breakage does not occur. The material parameters fMat. and Em,min can be determined by 

single particle comminution experiments using the impact device developed by Schönert and 

Marktsheffel [133], as shown in Fig. 2.9. During the test, a single particle is fed into the disk-

shaped rotor by the vibration feeder. The rotor accelerates the particle to a specified speed through 

centrifugal force. At the end of the radial channel in the rotor, the particle is released into an 

evacuated grinding chamber, then impacts on the saw tooth shaped target ring at an angle of 90°. 

A large number of particles (2500 particles for each test condition) were tested to acquire 

statistically reliable breakage probability parameters.  
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Fig. 2.9 Impact test device for Vogel and Peukert model [132] 
 

Shi and Kojovic [134] proposed a modified Vogel and Peukert model to predict the 

breakage index, t10 (the cumulative percentage passing 1/10 of the initial size), instead of the 

breakage probability of the particle. The advantage of t10 is that it can be used to predict the full 

size distribution of the fragments. The parameter t10 can be expressed as follows, 

 𝑡𝑡10  = 𝑀𝑀�1 − exp�−𝑓𝑓Mat.𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 �𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 −  𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚��� (2.3) 
where M is the maximum t10 value achievable in a single breakage event, and 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚, 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓Mat., 

x, and k are the same as in equation (2.2). The model was validated using the data from drop weight 

tests on eight types of ore [135]. Using one set of model parameters (𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝑓𝑓Mat), the model 

was fitted to the whole data set for each ore type. The average R2 value was 0.98 indicating that 

the model fits the data well.  

2.6.2.2 Wear Model 

Besides the damage caused by direct impact, shear also causes a significant amount of wear 

damage to particles [136]. Wear damage occurs during industrial processes such as fluidized bed 

drying and coating, cyclone separation, sandblasting, stirring, and bulk materials handling [137]. 

Meng and Ludema [138] and Zmitrowicz [139] reviewed the various wear models developed for 

solid materials. Meng and Ludema [138] reported over 300 prediction equations for friction and 

wear, and classified these equations into three categories: empirical relationships, contact-

mechanics-based equations, and models based on material failure mechanisms. Zmitrowicz [139] 

provided an updated summary of wear relations along with a description of different wear patterns, 

including abrasion, ploughing, erosion, cavitation, corrugation, and fatigue.  
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In these models, the Archard wear model [140] is widely used for granular materials. When 

the deformation of the material is in the plastic range, the worn volume W is proportional to the 

applied load P and is independent of the apparent area of contact:  

 𝑊𝑊 = 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾
𝑃𝑃
𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚

 (2.4) 

where K is an empirically determined wear coefficient, s is the sliding distance, and pm is the flow 

pressure, which is approximately equivalent to the hardness H of the softer contacting surface. A 

wide range of materials has been tested using a pin-on-disk system, as shown in Fig. 2.10, to 

acquire the K value and validate the model [141]. The test setup includes a pin and a flat circular 

disk positioned perpendicular to the pin. During the test, the pin presses against the disk at a 

specific load and the disk revolves around the disk center. The amount of wear on the pin can be 

quantified by its volume loss. 

 

 

Fig. 2.10 Pin-on-disk wear test system. Here, F is the normal force acted on the pin, d is the pin 
or ball diameter, D is the disk diameter, R is the wear track radius, and 𝜔𝜔 is the rotation velocity 

of the disk [142] 
 

Based on the empirical analysis on attrition of catalyst particles in a fluidized bed system, 

Gwyn [143] expressed particle attrition as a simple time-dependent power law relationship, 

 𝑊𝑊 = 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 (2.5) 
where W is the weight fraction attrited, t is the attrition time, m is a constant independent of particle 

size, and Kp is a parameter that is a function of initial particle size. The relationship is usually used 

by replacing time t with shear strain 𝛤𝛤. Though the model generally fits the data well, it lacks a 

theoretical explanation and fails to give good predictions at large shear strains [144]. 
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To account for the effect of applied normal stress 𝜎𝜎, Ouwerkerk [136] modified Gwyn’s 

formula to correlated attrition rate with 𝛤𝛤𝜎𝜎2. The model has been found to provide a good fit to 

experimental data [145], 

 
𝑊𝑊 = 𝑎𝑎 �𝛤𝛤 �

𝜎𝜎
𝜎𝜎 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

�
2

�
𝑏𝑏

 
(2.6) 

where a and b are stress-dependent constants and 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is a reference stress level.  

Neil and Bridgwater [146] further studied the Gwyn model with the goal of improving 

prediction accuracy. Three devices, a fluidized bed, screw pugmill, and annular shear cell, were 

used for particle attrition experiments. The study found that a better fit was acquired when 

correlating the attrition rate with 𝛤𝛤𝜎𝜎𝜙𝜙 , where 𝜙𝜙  was an empirically determined constant. In 

addition, they combined the Gwyn formula with the Schuhmann function, 𝑊𝑊 = 𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇 �
𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇
�
𝐺𝐺

, to 

better describe the mass-size distribution,  

 
𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇 = 𝐴𝐴�

𝜎𝜎𝛤𝛤𝜙𝜙

𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆𝛽𝛽𝑆𝑆
�
𝛽𝛽

 
(2.7) 

where d is the average initial particle diameter, dT is the diameter of the largest particle, W is the 

mass of degradation product having a size less than d, WT is the mass of degradation product having 

a size less than dT, G is Schuhmann size distribution modulus, A and 𝛽𝛽 are empirical constants, 

and 𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆𝛽𝛽𝑆𝑆 is the side-crushing strength of a single particle. The model was further validated by 

Bridgwater et al. [147] with annular shear cell tests. The authors proved the validity of the model 

for different particle shapes under a wide range of stresses and strains. Ghadiri et al. [145], however, 

pointed out that the model worked well only when fine debris was considered and not when large 

fragments were included in the model. 

2.6.2.3 Fatigue Model 

 Fatigue damage may occur when a particle is subject to repeated loading and unloading. 

The fatigue damage of particles was examined by Jensen et al. [148] using the discrete element 

method (DEM) modeling technique. In their DEM simulation of particle damage, Jensen et al. 

[148] defined a critical energy density, W0, and a total energy the particle can absorb before 

breakage Wi
max, 

 𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑊𝑊0𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 (2.8) 
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where Vi is the volume of particle i. The authors proposed a particle damage criterion in which a 

particle would break only when the accumulated work done to particle i, Wi, is equal or greater 

than Wi
max. The particle would remain undamaged if Wi < Wi

max. The value of the critical energy 

density W0 which gave the best correlation with DEM simulations was compared to experimental 

results using quartz sand and calcareous sand grain breakage [149]. The simulation and the values 

determined from experiments showed good agreement with each other.  

Several fatigue models were developed based on the Vogel and Peukert (2004) model. 

Similar to Jensen et al. [148], a critical energy E0 is defined in these modified Vogel and Peukert 

models. When the input energy is less than E0, it is assumed that no damage was done to the 

particle. However, unlike the Jensen et al. model [148], when the work done on a particle is larger 

than the specific energy E0, the particle damage probability increases with the cumulative effective 

energy ∑ (𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 − 𝐸𝐸0)𝑚𝑚 , in which Ei is the impact energy in the i-th collision of the particle. An 

incremental breakage model based on the Vogel and Peukert model [132] was developed by 

Delaney et al. [150] to predict rock size and shape distributions during comminution in AG and 

SAG mills. The probability of a rock’s “survival” decreases until the rock breaks. A modified 

model was developed to describe the daughter size distribution t(k), 

 
𝑡𝑡(𝑥𝑥) = 𝐴𝐴(𝑥𝑥) �1 − �exp�𝑏𝑏(𝑥𝑥)�(𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 − 𝐸𝐸0)

𝑚𝑚

��� 
(2.9) 

where A(k) and b(k) are coefficients for a set of k = 6 size classes from t2 to t75, which are calibrated 

from drop weight tests.  

Capece et al. [151] modified the Vogel and Peukert model [132] to fit a typical milling 

process (e.g., a ball mill), during which a particle is impacted multiple times at different impact 

energies. The total number of impacts k in Eq. (2.9) is replaced with ∑ 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿
𝑐𝑐=1 , i.e., 

 
𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵  =  1 − exp �−𝑓𝑓Mat.𝑥𝑥�𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑐𝑐

𝐿𝐿

𝑐𝑐=1

 �𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑐𝑐 −  𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚�𝑡𝑡� 
(2.10) 

where 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑐𝑐 is a collision frequency, t is milling time, and 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚, 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓Mat., x, and PB are the 

same as in equation (2.2). The model can be used to quantify milling performance with particle 

size interactions.  

A limitation of the Vogel and Peukert and associated models is that they do not have 

parameters that explicitly account for the effect of material weakening by repetitive impacts [152]. 

A fatigue model proposed by Tavares [152] assumes that under repeated loading events, the 
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stiffness of the particle decreases. This weakening effect can be described by a variable 𝑃𝑃, named 

the degree of damage. The degree of damage generated in the nth loading event 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚∗  is calculated 

as,  

 
𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚∗ = �

2𝛾𝛾
(2𝛾𝛾 − 5𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚∗ + 5)

𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘,𝑚𝑚

𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚−1
�
2𝛾𝛾
5

 
(2.11) 

where 𝛾𝛾 is an empirically determined damage accumulation coefficient, 𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘,𝑚𝑚 is the specific impact 

energy at the nth impact event, and 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚−1 is the specific fracture energy of the particle before the 

nth impact. The diminishing stiffness leads to a decrease in the specific fracture energy. The 

relationship between the specific fracture energy before (𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚−1) and after (𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚) loading event n is 

as follows,  

 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 = 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚−1(1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚∗) (2.12) 
When the loading energy for a given loading event is larger than the specific fracture 

energy, the particle is considered to be broken. The advantage of this model is that only one 

parameter, i.e., the damage accumulation coefficient 𝛾𝛾, needs to be fitted using experiment data 

acquired from impact or quasi-static compression tests. 

A different approach to modeling fatigue damage is to calculate the decrease in particle 

strength [153] expressed in terms of a breakage force. The reduced compression strength after n 

loading events is modeled by, 

 

F′ = Fm

⎩
⎨

⎧
1 +

P1

exp �P3 − P2(P∗)
1
3 �

2

⎭
⎬

⎫
−32n

 

(2.13) 

where F’ is the new compression strength, 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 is the initial compression strength, and 𝑃𝑃∗ is the 

ratio between the applied normal compression stress and initial compression strength. 𝑃𝑃1, 𝑃𝑃2, and 

𝑃𝑃3  are model parameters evaluated by functions of the system and material properties. When 

implementing the model, 𝑃𝑃1 can be assumed to be a constant, while 𝑃𝑃2, and 𝑃𝑃3 can be determined 

by fitting single particle impact test data.  

 Summary 

This chapter reviews various aspects of grain kernel mechanical damage during harvesting 

and handling operations. The topics examined include the types of damage, sources of damage, 

factors affecting damage, and models used to predict kernel damage. Single kernel damage tests 
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using lab built devices have been used to study the effect of loading conditions, physical and 

mechanical properties of the grain on damage level; while the bulk material damage tests using 

actual harvesting and handling equipment have been conducted to study the effect of operational 

settings on damage level.  

Predicting grain kernel damage is challenging due to several reasons. First, kernel damage 

processes are complex, with the underlying processes remaining unclear or impractical to model 

precisely. Second, grain kernels are irregularly-shaped, anisotropic, heterogeneous, and non-linear 

viscoelastic materials. Moreover, the properties may change due to moisture content or biological 

activity [154]. Third, harvesting and handling operations create diverse loading conditions, which 

are hard to model exactly. Fourth, grain kernel damage can take different forms, e.g., different 

types of external and internal damage. Lastly, measuring and quantifying damage is challenging. 

There is no common agreement on how to quantify the severity of external damage and measuring 

the damage level can be time consuming depending on the method.  

Various empirical models have been developed with regression analysis to correlate the 

damage level with the influencing factors. However, these models are essentially curve fits to 

considerable experimental data, which are often not generalizable and typically do not give insight 

into the physics of grain damage. Particle damage has been studied extensively for minerals, soils, 

composites, and pharmaceuticals, which have relatively homogeneous properties, but the damage 

prediction models for those material have not been widely extended to grains. According to this 

review, only a few studies have attempted to develop mechanics-based damage prediction models 

for cereal grains. More effort is needed in developing, applying, and validating the mechanics-

based models since the models would be helpful in designing and operating handling and 

processing equipment to reduce damage and improve grain quality. 
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3. MEASUREMENTS OF GRAIN KERNEL FRICTION COEFFICIENTS 
USING A RECIPROCATING-PIN TRIBOMETER 

 Introduction and Background 

The coefficient of friction (COF) is the ratio of the friction force to the normal force 

between two objects. There are two types of coefficient of friction: the static COF (calculated from 

the frictional force before two objects start moving relative to each other) and the dynamic COF 

(less than or equal to the static COF, calculated from the friction force when two objects are 

moving relative to each other). The COF has a significant effect on grain flow and storage behavior; 

thus, it is an important property to consider when designing agricultural production machinery and 

equipment [1]. Applications of the COF in the design of material handling and storage devices 

include determining the allowable inclination angle for belt conveying, determining the angle of 

the chute that provides consistent flow (critical chute angle), predicting grain load and pressure 

distribution in storage bins, and determining the required strength of bin walls [2]. In addition, the 

COF is a critical input parameter for discrete element method (DEM) computer simulations, which 

model the dynamics of individual particles in a larger system. 

The parameters that affect the COF have been discussed in detail by previous researchers 

[3]. Moisture content and contact material are two parameters that have a significant influence on 

the COF, while kernel orientation, sliding velocity, normal pressure, and the grain variety have 

minor effects [4]. In most of the published literature, the COF is reported to increase with an 

increase in moisture content since the adhesion force between the grain and the opposing surface 

is large at high moisture contents [5]. In addition, kernels soften at high moisture contents and, 

thus deform more significantly, producing larger contact areas and stronger bonds [4]. Some 

researchers have argued that there is a nonlinear relationship between the COF and moisture 

content, i.e., the COF first decreases then increases with an increase in moisture content [6]. The 

decrease in the COF with an increase in moisture content is explained by the surface moisture of 

the grain acting as a lubricant against the contact surface [7]. The roughness of the contact surface 

greatly impacts the COF, with rougher surfaces resulting in larger COFs. The COF has been mostly 

measured for grain contacting structural materials used in postharvest processes such as rubber 

(conveyor belt), concrete (ground), plywood (storage device), and galvanized metal (storage 

device, harvest and handling machinery) [8–10]. 
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The COFs of various types of grain kernels have been measured in numerous studies as 

summarized in Table 3.1. Due to the difficulty in measuring the COF between individual grain 

kernels, the COF for kernel-kernel contact is usually estimated via bulk material experiments. 

Different methods for measuring the COF of grain kernels are found in the literature with no widely 

agreed upon standard method. The most commonly used tests are the tilting table test [11], the flat 

surface sliding test [12], the direct shear test [13], and the rotating disc test [14].  Each of these 

tests is discussed in the following paragraphs.  
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Table 3.1  Selected previous studies on measuring COF of grain kernels 
Type of grain Type of 

COF 
Type of surface COF 

range 
MC 
Range[a] 

Test method Reference 

Soybeans Static Wood, concrete, and galvanized 
steel 

0.164-
0.571 

8-16 d.b. Flat sliding (surface 
move) 

[15] 

Wheat  Dynamic  Stainless steel, aluminum, mild 
steel 

0.35-0.6 9.8-17.8 w.b. Flat sliding (surface 
move) 

[12] 

Corn Static  Compressed plastic, plywood, and 
galvanized iron sheet 

0.36-0.67 5.15-22 d.b. Tilt sliding [16] 

Rice  Static, 
dynamic 

Steel, wood, concrete 0.13-0.41 12 w.b. Jenike shear cell 
tester 

[13] 

Legume seeds Static, 
dynamic 

galvanized metal, chipboard, mild 
steel, plywood, and rubber 

0.2-0.7 5.66-13.25 
w.b. 

Flat sliding (box 
move) 

[1] 

Neem Nut Static  plywood, galvanized iron sheet, 
mild steel, and glass 

0.4-0.6 7.16-17.88 
w.b. 

Flat sliding (box 
move) 

[17] 

Pigeon pea Static  Galvanized steel, plywood, teak 
wood 

0.26-0.60 6.4-28.5 d.b. Tilt sliding [11] 

Gram Static Galvanized steel, plywood, teak 
wood 

0.384-
0.651 

9.95-31.9 
d.b. 

Tilt sliding [18] 

Green gram Static  rubber, plywood, mild steel, 
galvanized iron, aluminum, and 
stainless steel sheet 

0.344-
0.625 

8.39-33.40 
d.b. 

Tilt sliding [5] 

Fababeans 
Tick beans 

Static  Plywood, galvanized steel 0.28-0.55 8.5-21.6 w.b. Tilt sliding [19] 

Karingda seeds Static  Plywood, mild steel, galvanized 
steel 

0.23-0.91 5-22 d.b.  Tilt sliding [9] 

Lentil seeds Static, 
dynamic  

galvanized sheet metal, plywood 
and rubber surfaces 

0.275-
0.532 

6.5-32.6 d.b. Rotating disc [20] 

Lentil seeds Static, 
dynamic 

Galvanized iron, plywood, smooth 
concrete, glass sheets 

0.368-
0.490 

10.33-21 
w.b. 

Flat sliding (box 
move) 

[21] 

Soybeans,  
red kidney 
beans 
unshelled 
peanuts 

Static, 
dynamic 

galvanized sheet metal, plywood 
and rubber surfaces 

Dynamic 
0.283-
0.347 
0.273-
0.360 
0.290-
0.427 
 

8-13 w.b. 
10.4-15.1 
w.b. 
2.5-15.2 w.b. 

Rotating disc [22] 

Sunflowers 
seeds 

Static  Mild steel and galvanized iron 0.4-0.81 4-20 d.b. Tilt sliding [23] 

Barly 
Corn 

Dynamic  Steel, plywood 0.36-0.42 
0.22-0.31 

10-23 w.b. 
10-24 w.b 

Flat sliding (surface 
move) 

[24] 

Millet Static  Plywood, mild steel and galvanized 
iron 

0.36-0.79 5-22.5 d.b. Tilt sliding [25] 

Cumin seed Static  Mild steel, galvanized iron, 
stainless steel 

0.37-0.70 7-22 d.b. Tilt sliding [26] 

Cottonseed Static  Stainless steel, galvanized iron, 
plywood, rubber 

0.27-0.44 8.33-13.78 
d.b. 

Tilt sliding [8] 

Okra seed Static  Aluminum, Bakelite, galvanized 
iron, mild steel 

0.345-
0.493 

8.16-87.57 
d.b. 

Tilt sliding [27] 

Fenugreek 
(Trigonella 
foenum-
graceum L.) 
seeds 

Static, 
dynamic 

Plywood, mild steel and galvanized 
metal 

0.343-
0.567 

8.9-20.1 d.b. Flat sliding (box 
move) 

[28] 

White Lupin Static, 
dynamic  

Galvanized steel, rubber 0.39-0.48 8.3-19.2 d.b. Rotating disc [29] 

Safflower (var. 
Darab) seeds 

Static Compressed plastic, plywood, 
galvanized iron 

0.34-0.57 4-22 d.b. Tilt sliding [30] 

Hemp seed Static, 
dynamic 

Rubber, plywood, galvanized metal 0.27-0.49 8.62-20.88 
d.b. 

Flat sliding (box 
move) 

[31] 

Monogerm 
sugarbeet (Befa 
vulgaris var. 
altissima) seeds 

Static, 
dynamic 

Plywood, mild steel, galvanized 
metal 

0.306-
0.719 
0.362-
0.753 

8.55-17.14 
d.b. 
6.88-19.28 
d.b. 

Flat sliding (box 
move) 

[32] 

Rough rice 
(Sorkheh and 
Sazandegi) 

Static  Plywood, glass, concrete, 
galvanized iron 

0.082-
0.432 

12-16 w.b. Tilt sliding [33] 

[a] d.b. stands for dry basis moisture content; w.b stands for wet basis moisture content.  
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The tilting table or inclined plane test is one of the most commonly used methods for 

measuring the COF of bulk grain kernels on a surface. As shown in Fig. 3.1(a), a bottomless box 

filled with the grain sample is placed on an adjustable tilting surface comprised of the opposing 

material [5]. The frame of the box is raised slightly so it is not touching this material. The surface 

is tilted gradually until the box just starts to slide down the surface, which occurs when the 

component of the filled box’s weight parallel to the surface just exceeds the friction force. The 

tilting angle is measured, and the static COF is calculated as,  

 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠 = 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝜙𝜙 (3.1) 

where 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠 is the static COF and 𝜙𝜙 is the tilting angle. 

The disadvantages of this method are that: 1. the test can only measure the static COF; 2. 

the COF is measured for kernels in bulk rather than for individual kernels; and 3. the kernels are 

not fixed in place and so there may be some inter-kernel movement that could affect the accuracy 

of the result. Several modified test systems have been developed by researchers to make up for 

these shortcomings. One system includes two light sensors at the two ends of the tilting surface to 

measure the sliding time over the sliding distance (distance between the sensors) [34].  

The dynamic COF is calculated as, 

 𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑 = 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝜙𝜙 −
2𝐾𝐾

𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡2𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾𝜙𝜙
 (3.2) 

where 𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑 is the dynamic COF, g is the acceleration due to gravity, t is the sliding time, and s is the 

sliding distance. 

The kernels are still not fixed in this system and, thus, may roll against the surface. Another 

modified system, shown in Fig. 3.1(b), fixes three kernels on the bottom surface of a plate in a 

triangular arrangement and places the plate on top of the surface for which the COF is to be 

measured [35]. The tilt angle is recorded when the plate begins to slide. Though this method 

eliminates the effect of particle rolling, it is difficult to ensure that the plate is parallel to the bottom 

surface. Thus, the tilting angle could be different from what is measured. 
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(a)                                                                                  (b)                                

Fig. 3.1  Inclined surface test setup schematics. (a) Traditional setup; (b) Modified setup [35]; 
left: Side view of the test setup; right: Top view of the bottom surface 

 

The flat surface sliding test is another widely used method [7, 17, 36]. A schematic of the 

test system is shown in Fig. 3.2(a). Similar to the tilting table test, the flat surface sliding test also 

uses a bottomless box containing a grain sample on a flat surface of the test material. An additional 

normal load can be applied to the top of the grain by adding weights on the loading pan. Either the 

box or the bottom surface is fixed and the other component is pulled horizontally by a mechanical 

driving unit at a constant rate. Using a similar setup, a Jenike shear cell (direct shear test) is the 

recommended test apparatus in Eurocode 1, Part 4 [37] for measuring the particle-wall friction 

coefficient. In this test, the friction force, which equals the horizontal pulling force, is measured 

using a data acquisition system [13, 38, 39]. The total normal force is the sum of the grain weight 

and applied normal load. The maximum value of the friction force (the static friction force) is 

acquired when the box and the surface just start to move relative to each other. The dynamic 

friction force is obtained after the components move relative to each other at a constant speed. The 

static and dynamic COF are calculated as,  

 
𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠 =

𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠
𝑁𝑁

,   𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑 =
𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑
𝑁𝑁

 
(3.3) 

where fs is static friction force, fd is the dynamic friction force, and N is the normal force. 

This method is able to measure both static and dynamic COFs; however, the disadvantage 

of the method is that the grain kernels are not fixed and could potentially roll during testing. A 

modified version of the flat surface sliding test device (Fig. 3.2(b)) was developed to measure the 

COF of a single kernel. In this device,  the surface material slides between two fixed grain kernels 

[40]. However, during the pulling process, it is hard to keep the test material exactly vertical due 

to the irregular shape of the kernels.  
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           (a)                                                                     (b) 

Fig. 3.2  Flat surface sliding test setup schematics. (a)  Traditional setup; (b) Modified setup 
(side view) [40] 

 

The rotating disc test system developed by Tsang-Mui-Chung et al. [14] and further 

improved by Chung and Verma [22] has been adopted by several studies to measure COFs. The 

device consists of a stationary sample box with baffles and a rotating disc with a driving unit (Fig. 

3.3(a)). The grain kernels are placed on the rotating disc running at a constant speed. The torque 

on the driving shaft is measured using a data acquisition system. Similar to the flat surface sliding 

test, the static COF can be calculated from the maximum value of the torque and the dynamic COF 

can be calculated from the average value of the torque as the grain and disc slide against each other,  

 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠 =
𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠

 𝑝𝑝𝑊𝑊 
, 𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑 =

𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑
 𝑝𝑝𝑊𝑊 

  (3.4) 

where 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 is the maximum value of the torque, 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 is the average value of the torque,𝑝𝑝 is the torque 

arm length, and  𝑊𝑊 is the sample weight. The drawback of the system is that the friction between 

the grain and baffles causes overestimation of the COF.  Moreover, the kernels may roll on the 

disc when the rotation speed exceeds a certain level [20]. Another rotational type of friction 

measurement device (Fig. 3.3(b)) was developed by Lawton [6]. An annular friction plate made of 

the test material is pressed on top of the grain kernels inside a cylinder. During the test, a torque is 

gradually applied to the plate using a torque wrench. The normal load and the torque that lead to 

relative motion between the plate and the kernels is recorded. The friction between the cylinder 

wall and the grain kernels and potential rolling of kernels can reduce the accuracy of the result.  
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                         (a)                                                                             (b) 

Fig. 3.3  Rotating disc test setup schematics. (a) Tsang-Mui-Chung et al. [14]; (b) Lawton [6] 
 

Other apparatuses and methods for measuring the frictional properties of materials are 

listed by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) [41]. One widely used device 

for measuring the COF is the tribometer. The main advantages of this device are that it has a high 

data acquisition rate and provides highly accurate measurements. Various tribometer 

configurations can be used depending on the type of contact (conforming and nonconforming 

contact). The commonly used configurations include pin/ball-on-disk (Fig. 3.4(a)), reciprocating 

pin/ball (Fig. 3.4(b)), and block-on-ring (Fig. 3.4(c)). A tribometer is suitable for measuring the 

COFs of inorganic material, e.g., metals [42] and ceramics [43], which can be easily manufactured 

into standard shapes like a sphere, cuboid, or cylinder for testing. The authors could find no 

previous studies in which a tribometer has been used to measure grain kernel COFs. The reason 

may be due to the difficulty in affixing irregular kernel shapes onto the tribometer and also methods 

for analyzing the tribometer data when irregular shapes are used.   

 

 
(a)                                       (b)                                 (c) 

Fig. 3.4 Tribometer setup schematics. (a) Pin-on-disk; (b) Reciprocating pin; (c) Block-on-ring 
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A review of the literature demonstrates that a variety of friction test methods have been 

proposed, but these primarily utilize bulk grain which has the potential to roll during testing and 

affect the measurements. There are no methods that have been reported for measuring the friction 

coefficients between individual grain kernels. The objective of this study was to explore the use of 

a reciprocating pin tribometer for measuring the static and dynamic COFs of grain kernels. This 

paper describes the test equipment, methodology, and measurement data for particle-wall COFs 

(corn and wheat kernels on steel and acrylic surfaces) and inter-particle COFs (corn on corn and 

wheat on wheat). 

 Materials and Methods 

In this study, the COFs for corn and wheat were measured. The corn and wheat samples 

were acquired from a farm located near Covington, Indiana. The moisture contents of the samples 

were determined using the oven dry method [44] to be 14.7% and 13.9% wet basis for corn and 

wheat, respectively. Before the test, the grain kernel samples were preserved in plastic bags to 

prevent the change of moisture contents. Low carbon steel and acrylic were selected for the 

boundary materials since they are common in harvesting, postharvest handling, and storage and 

laboratory testing systems. The materials were purchased in the form of flat sheets and then 

machined into circular disks of 2.75 in. diameter.  

The static and dynamic COFs of grain were measured using a tribometer (UMT TriboLab) 

with a reciprocating friction test setup developed by Bruker Corporation (Billerica, MA). The 

reciprocating pin friction test has been widely used for COF measurements and a standard test 

procedure is given by ASTM [45]. The test setup has five main components: 1. the top sample 

holder with the sample; 2. the bottom sample holder with the sample; 3. the driving units; 4. the 

load cell; and 5. the data acquisition system (DAS). Photographs and schematics of the particle-

wall and inter-particle friction test setups are shown in Fig. 3.5 and 3.6, respectively.  
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           (a)                                                                       (b) 

Fig. 3.5  Particle-wall friction test setup. (a) Photograph; (b) Schematic. 
 

             
          (a)                                                                  (b) 

Fig. 3.6  Inter-particle friction test setup. (a) Photograph; (b) Schematic 
 

The standard test setup requires that the specimen be manufactured into a specific shape, 

such as a small cylinder or sphere. However, biological materials such as grain kernels cannot be 

manufactured into such shapes and, thus, specially designed top and bottom sample holders were 

made. A top sample holder pin was designed for holding a corn or wheat kernel on one end and 

attaching the other end to the load cell. Multiple pins were 3D-printed, so that a new pin would be 

used when a new sample kernel was tested. A single grain kernel was carefully superglued onto 

the pin. In order to provide a smooth contact surface, the germ side of the corn kernel and the 

crease side of the wheat kernel were glued onto the pin. The bottom setup varied depending on the 

type of friction test to be performed. For the particle-wall friction test, the test material was a 
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circular disk that was directly affixed to the bottom sample holder with a screw. For the inter-

particle friction test, multiple grain kernels were glued onto a 3D-printed plate. As with the top 

setup, the germ side of the corn kernel and the crease side of the wheat kernel were glued onto the 

plate. The 3D-printed plate was then fixed onto the bottom sample holder with a screw. The 

positions of the top and bottom samples were controlled by two driving units. The load cell and 

top sample holder were attached to the upper driving unit moving in the vertical direction while 

the bottom sample holder was attached to the bottom driving unit moving in the horizontal 

direction.  

Before the test, the top and bottom samples were cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and lens 

cleaning tissue paper. The top sample was then lowered vertically until it came into contact with 

the bottom sample. The downward movement of the top sample stopped when the normal force 

measured by the load cell reached a specified level (2 N was used for the current study). The 

bottom sample was then moved horizontally via the driving unit. During the test, the normal force 

and tangential force applied to the top sample were measured by the load cell and recorded by the 

DAS with a data acquisition rate of 200 Hz. In addition, the top sample vertical position and the 

bottom sample horizontal position were measured as functions of time. For particle-wall 

measurements, the COF at a specific time, t, was calculated as,  

 
𝜇𝜇(𝑡𝑡) =

𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡)
𝐹𝐹𝑧𝑧(𝑡𝑡)

 
(3.5) 

where 𝜇𝜇(𝑡𝑡) is COF at time t, 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) is the tangential force measured by the load cell at time t, and 

𝐹𝐹𝑧𝑧(𝑡𝑡) is the normal force measured by the load cell at time t. For the inter-particle measurements, 

because the kernels are not flat, a coordinate transformation is required when calculating the COF. 

This topic is discussed in an upcoming paragraph. 

The major device settings that affected the test results include the normal load, bottom 

driving unit speed, sliding distance, test run time, and ambient environmental conditions 

(temperature and relative humidity). The ambient environmental conditions were controlled 

between 20-25°C for temperature and 40-50% for relative humidity. To ensure other settings were 

chosen appropriately, preliminary tests were conducted at different loads, speeds, sliding distances, 

and run times. The study conducted by Hancock et al. [46] suggested that varying the normal force 

in the range of 1 N to 10 N has little influence on the dynamic COF values. In addition, other 

researchers have reported that a “skipping” was evident at low normal force and high velocity 
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conditions, which affects the accuracy of the test [46]. For the current study, a low normal load of 

2 N was used to prevent the kernel detaching from the pin and plate. A low driving unit speed of 

five cycles per minute (a cycle is defined as the bottom sample moving forward and then backward 

to the starting position) was used to avoid skipping. The horizontal sliding distance of the bottom 

sample holder was maintained between 600 to 800 μm per cycle. In the kernel-kernel friction tests, 

the contact surface between the kernels was curved. The small sliding distance was used to avoid 

drastically changing the vertical level of the top sample. A detailed discussion on the kernel-kernel 

friction test will be presented in section 3.3.2. As for sliding time, each test was run for one minute 

to acquire multiple sliding cycles with steady-state force measurements.  

For each type of grain, three different kernels were randomly selected and used as the top 

sample. Nine reciprocating friction tests were conducted on each top sample for both the corn and 

wheat. The top sample was first slid against three randomly selected locations on the acrylic plate, 

then against three randomly selected kernels glued onto the 3D-printed plate, and finally three 

randomly selected locations on the steel plate. The test sequence was arranged based on the surface 

roughness of the test material to minimize wear damage to the sample. The preliminary tests 

indicated that the COF value did not change significantly after the kernel (top sample) was slid 

against the test material (bottom sample) for 15 minutes under the test conditions specified 

previously. Thus, the assumption was made that the surface roughness of the kernel did not change 

significantly throughout the test.  

 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Particle-wall COF 

A typical COF versus time plot from a particle-wall friction test is shown in Fig. 3.7. The 

value of the COF varied depending on the direction of movement of the bottom driving unit. A 

large “breakaway” tangential force was recorded when the samples just started to move relative to 

each other. The COF calculated from this breakaway force was considered to be the static COF. 

Though there was a small fluctuation due to the unevenness of the contacting surfaces, the COF 

value remained at a nearly constant value during steady state sliding. After a few seconds of sliding 

at a constant speed, the driving unit speed decreased quickly to zero. As the relative motion 

between the upper and lower sample stopped, the tangential force dropped to zero and the 
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corresponding COF also dropped to zero. A “start-stop” period can be rendered as the time between 

the COF reaching the local peak value and dropping to zero. Within a one-minute test run, there 

were approximately eight to nine full start-stop periods. Only data from full start-stop periods were 

used when calculating COF results. Another phenomenon worth mentioning in Fig. 3.7 is that the 

COFs vary slightly depending on the direction of travel. The shape of the curve and the level of 

the COF values are similar for every other “start-stop” period, but slightly different for two 

neighboring “start-stop” periods. A small tilt in the plate may be one possible explanation of this 

phenomenon, which is discussed in detail in the next section (inter-particle COF). In addition, the 

surface texture of the kernel may also be a factor that leads to different COF values when the kernel 

travels in different directions.  

A script was written in MATLAB to calculate the static and dynamic COFs. The static 

COF was calculated by averaging the peak values, which have been identified and circled in blue 

in Fig. 3.7. The dynamic COF was calculated by averaging the values generated during steady 

state sliding, which are identified in yellow in Fig. 3.7. The COF of a contact pair (e.g., corn-steel) 

was calculated by taking the average value of the nine replication tests. The results of the static 

and dynamic COFs measured for grain kernels against the two surfaces being tested are shown in 

Table 3.2.  

 

 

Fig. 3.7  Typical COF versus time plot of a particle-wall friction test (wheat-acrylic) 
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As expected, the static friction coefficient is larger than the dynamic friction coefficient, 

which is consistent for all test conditions. The COFs of a corn-wall combination is smaller than 

the corresponding wheat-wall combination (Table 3.2). This finding is consistent with expectations 

since the pericarp of the wheat kernel, which contains creases and bumps on the surface, is rougher 

than the pericarp of the corn kernel. The data indicates that for the same type of grain, the COFs 

for grain-steel measurements are larger than for grain-acrylic measurements.  

 

Table 3.2  Static and dynamic COFs measured for grain kernels sliding against equipment 
surfaces 

Type of grain kernel Moisture content[a] Type of equipment surface Type of COF Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Corn 14.7 Low carbon steel 
Static 0.24 0.05 

Dynamic 0.22 0.06 

Corn 14.7 Acrylic 
Static 0.22 0.03 

Dynamic 0.16 0.01 

Wheat 13.9 Low carbon steel 
Static 0.32 0.02 

Dynamic 0.30 0.02 

Wheat 13.9 Acrylic 
Static 0.29 0.03 

Dynamic 0.20 0.02 
[a] Moisture contents in wet basis. 
 

The static and dynamic COFs of corn and wheat kernels sliding against a steel/iron plate 

have been reported in numerous studies as shown in Table 3.3. The measured COF values of 

different studies varied greatly even for the same material combination. It seems likely that the 

differences were caused by the differences in the surface finishes of the materials. For the corn-

steel/iron combination, the static COF values range between 0.34 and 0.49. Only one reported a 

dynamic COF value, which was 0.25. For the wheat-steel/iron combination, the static COF values 

range between 0.42 and 0.64, and the dynamic COFs range from 0.19 to 0.51. It is found that the 

static COFs measured in the current study are smaller than the static COFs reported by previous 

studies that used the tilting table method. One possible explanation of the higher static COFs in 

previous studies is that the tilting angle at which the box just starts to slide is determined 

subjectively by the operator. The operator may tend to overestimate the tilting angle since it is 

challenging to accurately identify the incipient movement of the box and stop increasing the tilting 
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angle immediately. The dynamic COFs measured in the current study show good agreement with 

the dynamic COFs reported in literature.   

 

Table 3.3  Static and dynamic COFs of corn and wheat reported by previous studies 
Type of grain 

kernel 

Type of equipment 

surface 
Type of COF Mean 

Moisture 

content[a] 
Test method Reference 

Corn Galvanized steel Dynamic 0.25 16 
Flat surface 

sliding 
[47] 

Corn 
Galvanized iron 

Static 
0.34 

13.8 Tilting table [48] 
Stainless steel 0.33 

Corn Galvanized iron Static 0.45 13.8 Tilting table [16] 

Corn  Galvanized iron Static  0.49 12 Tilting table [49] 

Wheat 
Stainless steel Dynamic 0.34 

14.0 
Flat surface 

sliding 
[12] 

Low carbon steel Dynamic 0.31 

Wheat Galvanized iron Static  0.42 12 Tilting table [50] 

Wheat Galvanized steel Static 0.56 12.5 Tilting table [51] 

Wheat Stainless steel Dynamic 0.19 14.5 
Flat surface 

sliding 
[52] 

Wheat Galvanized steel 

Static 0.64 

14.7 

Tilting table 

[53] 
Dynamic 0.51 

Flat surface 

sliding 
[a] Moisture contents in wet basis. 
 

3.3.2 Inter-particle COF 

A typical plot of the pin tangential force to normal force ratio as a function of time from 

an inter-particle friction test is shown in Fig. 3.8. Note that this is not a plot of the inter-particle 

COF since the pin tangential and normal forces are not the same as the tangential and normal 

contact forces between the particles due to the irregular particle shapes. Senetakis and Coop (2014) 

noted this same point when measuring the COFs of soil and mineral particles. The most notable 

feature in the plot is that the ratio of pin forces changes significantly depending on the direction of  

horizontal movement of the bottom driving unit during testing. This change in force ratio is due to 

the fact that the pin on which the load cells are mounted is moving up and down at an angle during 

testing. The analysis accounting for this motion is described in the following paragraphs. 
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Fig. 3.8  Typical plot of pin tangential-to-normal force ratio as a function of time for an inter-

particle friction test 
 

To calculate the inter-particle COF, a force analysis for the two particles sliding against 

each other was performed using the free body diagrams shown in Fig. 3.9. The COF is found to be 

a function of the pin tangential force, the pin vertical force, and the contact angle. When the pin 

moves downward, the direction of the horizontal component of the normal contact force is the 

same as the direction of movement. However, when the pin moves upward, the direction of the 

horizontal component of the normal contact force is opposed to the direction of movement. This 

change in sign warrants the use of different equations for calculating the COF.  

  
             (a)                                        (b)                                            (c) 

Fig. 3.9  Free body diagrams of two particles sliding against each other. (a) The upper particle 
moves downward; (b) The upper particle moves upward; (c) An illustration on the angle 𝜃𝜃 

presented in (a) and (b) 
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When the upper particle moves downwards, the COF calculated from force balances is, 

 𝐹𝐹𝑧𝑧 = 𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝜃𝜃 + 𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾𝜃𝜃 (3.6) 

 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 = 𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝜃𝜃 − 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾𝜃𝜃 (3.7) 

 𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 =
𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝜃𝜃 + 𝐹𝐹𝑧𝑧𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾𝜃𝜃
𝐹𝐹𝑧𝑧𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝜃𝜃 − 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾𝜃𝜃

. (3.8) 

When the upper particle moves upwards, the COF is, 

 𝐹𝐹𝑧𝑧 = 𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝜃𝜃 − 𝜇𝜇𝑢𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾𝜃𝜃 (3.9) 

 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 = 𝜇𝜇𝑢𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝜃𝜃 + 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾𝜃𝜃 (3.10) 

 𝜇𝜇𝑢𝑢𝑝𝑝 =
𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝜃𝜃 − 𝐹𝐹𝑧𝑧𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾𝜃𝜃
𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾𝜃𝜃 + 𝐹𝐹𝑧𝑧𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝜃𝜃

 (3.11) 

where 𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 is the COF when the upper particle moves downwards, 𝜇𝜇𝑢𝑢𝑝𝑝 is the COF when the 

upper particle moves upwards, 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚  is the horizontal force measured by the load cell, 𝐹𝐹𝑧𝑧  is the 

vertical force measured by the load cell, N is the contact force normal to the inclined contact 

surface, f is the friction force parallel to the inclined contact surface, and 𝜃𝜃 is the contact angle, 

i.e., the angle between the normal contact force and the horizontal plane.  

The contact angle changes as the relative position between the two particles changes. Since 

the vertical position of the upper kernel (z) and the horizontal position of the lower kernel (x) were 

recorded by the device at every time step, the contact angle could be calculated at all positions. An 

example of a z versus x plot is shown in Fig. 3.10(a), which shows the contact point trajectory.  

The contact angle at time t, can be estimated as (refer to Fig. 3.9(c)), 

 
𝜃𝜃(𝑡𝑡) =

𝜋𝜋
2
− 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 �

∆𝑧𝑧(𝑡𝑡)
∆𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡)

� 
(3.12) 

 ∆𝑧𝑧(𝑡𝑡) = |𝑧𝑧(𝑡𝑡 + 0.5 𝐾𝐾) − 𝑧𝑧(𝑡𝑡 − 0.5 𝐾𝐾)| (3.13) 

 ∆𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) = |𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡 + 0.5 𝐾𝐾) − 𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡 − 0.5 𝐾𝐾)| (3.14) 

where 𝜃𝜃(𝑡𝑡) is the contact angle at time t, 𝑧𝑧(𝑡𝑡) is the vertical position of the upper kernel at time 

t, 𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) is the horizontal position of the lower kernel at time t, ∆𝑧𝑧(𝑡𝑡) is the change in the vertical 

position of the upper kernel in a short time duration, and ∆𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) is the change in the horizontal 

position of the lower kernel in a short time duration.  

The central difference method was used when calculating ∆𝑧𝑧(𝑡𝑡) and ∆𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡). The time 

difference used to calculate the position change was chosen to be one second in order to generate 

smoothed data after the transformation by equations 3.8 and 3.11. An example of a contact angle 
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versus time plot calculated using equations 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14 are shown in Fig. 3.10(b). Though 

the ratio of the change in the vertical/horizontal position in one second to the range of the 

vertical/horizontal position, i.e.,  ∆𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡)
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

 and  ∆𝑧𝑧(𝑡𝑡)
𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

, is relatively large (generally ranges 

from 0.25 to 0.3), equation 3.12 was able to give a good estimation of the contact angle when the 

rate of change in the contact angle is small. To exclude the timesteps where the rate of change in 

the contact angle is larger, a filter was applied to the data. After applying the filter, only the 

timesteps colored in red in Fig. 3.10(b) were kept. In addition, the sign of ∆z(t) was used to 

determine whether the upward or downward condition was occurring, i.e., whether equation 3.8 

should be used to calculate the COF or equation 3.11. 

 

    
  (a)                                                                    (b) 

Fig. 3.10  (a) Contact point trajectory of movement (clockwise motion); (b) Calculated contact 
angle as a function of time. The parts of the curve colored in red indicate the timesteps used for 

data analysis 
 

A MATLAB script was developed to process the original data and calculate the dynamic 

COF. To validate the correctness of the script, a flat surface friction test was conducted before the 

inter-particle friction test. The flat surface friction test is a simplified case of the inter-particle 

friction test since a sliding particle on a flat surface has a constant contact angle 𝜃𝜃. For the test, the 

forces were first measured for a steel sphere sliding against a flat steel surface parallel to the ground. 

Next, the flat steel surface was tilted slightly to form an angle less than 10° relative to the ground. 

The steel ball was tested on this tilted surface and the forces were measured and analyzed. For the 
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case of the ball sliding against the surface parallel to the ground (condition a), the COF between 

the steel ball and the flat surface was calculated directly from the measured normal and tangential 

force (refer to eq. (5)). For the case of the ball sliding against the tilted surface (condition b), the 

COF was calculated using equations 3.8 and 3.11. The results of the two test conditions are shown 

in Fig. 3.10. The COF at condition a was 0.12, which is the average of COF values colored in red 

in Fig. 3.11(a). The COF at condition b was 0.10, which is the average of COF values colored in 

blue in Fig. 3.11(b). Though the relative error was 13%, the absolute difference between the two 

measurements is only 0.015. This test indicates that the COF value acquired using the force balance 

analysis gives a good estimation of the inter-particle COF.  

 

   

(a)                                                                         (b) 

Fig. 3.11  COF versus time plots of a steel sphere sliding on a flat steel surface. (a) Steel surface 
parallel to the ground; (b) A constant angle between the steel surface and the ground 
 

Fig. 3.12 shows a typical COF versus time plot for contact between two corn kernels. The 

COF value of a test replicate was calculated by taking the average of the COF values at the selected 

time steps. The average values of the test replicates are presented in Table 3.4 with standard 

deviations. The dynamic COF of corn on corn is 0.09±0.02 while the COF of wheat on wheat is 

0.18±0.04. The results are consistent with the findings obtained from the particle-wall friction test 

with corn having a lower value than wheat. This is consistent with the corn kernel having a 

smoother surface than the wheat kernel. It was found that the corn-corn COF has a smaller standard 

deviation than the wheat-wheat COF. This difference in standard deviation can be explained by 
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the fact that the corn kernels have a relatively flatter contact surface, which provides more 

consistent measurements when compared with wheat kernels. No literature was found to report the 

values of inter-particle COF at the particle level for corn and wheat. Shear cell tests have been 

used to measure the bulk coefficient of internal friction of grain. Molenda and Horabik [3] 

measured the bulk coefficient of internal friction of corn to be 0.62±0.01 and that of wheat to be 

0.49±0.01. The bulk coefficient of internal friction is much higher than the inter-particle COF 

because of the mechanical interlock between the particles that occurs during the shear cell test.  

 

   

Fig. 3.12  Typical COF versus time plot for an inter-particle friction test for corn-on-corn 
 

Table 3.4 Dynamic COFs measured for kernel on kernel contact 
Type of grain kernel Mean Standard Deviation 

Corn 0.09 0.02 

Wheat 0.18 0.04 

 Summary 

      Particle-wall and inter-particle static and dynamic COFs of corn and wheat kernels were 

measured using a reciprocating-pin tribometer. The test setup and procedures were adjusted to 

accommodate testing of irregularly-shaped grain kernels. A force balance analysis was used to 

calculate the dynamic COFs when the contact surfaces were not aligned with the direction of 

movement of the bottom sample holder. The measured static COFs of corn-steel, corn-acrylic, 
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wheat-steel, and wheat-acrylic were 0.24±0.05, 0.22±0.03, 0.32±0.02, and 0.29±0.03, respectively. 

The measured dynamic COFs of corn-steel, corn-acrylic, corn-corn, wheat-steel, wheat-acrylic, 

and wheat-wheat were 0.22±0.06, 0.16±0.01, 0.09±0.02, 0.30±0.02, 0.20±0.02, and 0.18±0.04, 

respectively. 

      This study demonstrates the feasibility of using a reciprocating-pin tribometer to measure 

particle-wall and inter-particle COFs of corn and wheat kernels. The test methodology developed 

could be used to measure the particle-wall and inter-particle COFs of other types of particulate 

materials with relatively smooth surfaces. Future research should investigate the effects of grain 

moisture content, contact location, and sliding orientation on the COFs. In particular, in these tests 

the contact location for corn was on the surface opposite to the germ side while for wheat the 

contact location was on the surface opposite to the crease side. It may be that different locations 

on the kernel, e.g., tip side, germ side, crown side, and crease side, have different COFs. In 

addition, scanning electron microscopy could be used to examine the kernel surface textures that 

may help to explain the influence of direction of travel on measurement of COFs with tribometer.    
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4. DETERMINATION OF THE MATERIAL AND INTERACTION 
PROPERTIES OF CORN AND WHEAT KERNELS FOR DEM 

SIMULATIONS 

 Introduction and Background 

DEM developed by Cundall and Strack [1] is a predictive tool to model movement of 

granular material. This method has been widely used in the mineral, pharmaceutical, and chemical 

industries. In recent years, an increasing number of studies have applied DEM to simulate grain 

motion in agricultural production, processing and transportation, e.g. sowing [2], harvesting [3], 

conveying [4], milling [5], drying [6], and storage [7]. One critical step when modeling grain with 

DEM is accurately determining the model input parameters, i.e. the material and interaction 

properties of the grain kernels, since the simulation will be greatly influenced by these parameters. 

However, there are no standard procedures to determine these parameters and various approaches 

have been proposed [8]. The common methods of parameter determination can be summarized as 

follows, 1. using values reported in the literature; 2. directly measuring the single-particle 

properties; 3 calibrating one or several parameters with bulk material test(s), i.e. changing the 

model parameters iteratively until the simulated bulk response of the particles matches the 

experimental result [8]. Each approach has its strengths and weaknesses, and selection of method 

depended on the material property to be measured and the application. 

Material and interaction properties of different types of grain have been studied and 

measured by numerous studies before the development of DEM. Recently, two review articles [9, 

10] have summarized the material and interaction properties of grains reported in the literature 

specifically for DEM simulations. However, it is worth noting that the literature values can only 

be used as a rough estimation of the actual values. This is because the moisture content, variety, 

and other conditions of the grain, which are hardly the same as the values in the published study, 

can drastically affect grain properties. Thus, direct measurement of properties is preferred over 

using literature values, though it can be time-consuming to conduct tests. Nevertheless, not all the 

properties can be easily and accurately measured experimentally. It is still a challenging task to 

estimate the particle-particle interaction properties for DEM simulations, such as the sliding COF, 

rolling COF, COR, and cohesion, due to the irregular shape of the kernel and the heterogeneity of 

the biological materials. These hard-to-measure parameters were commonly acquired through the 
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bulk calibration approach [4, 11]. However, one problem of this approach is that the parameters 

may be calibrated to the calibration experiment instead of the material [12], which could result in 

inaccurate predictions of the bulk behavior of the material [13].  

To accurately and efficiently determine the parameters for DEM, a strategy was developed 

using a combination of the above-mentioned approaches [14, 15]. The general procedure is to first 

identify the parameters that have a significant effect on the simulation result based on experience 

or sensitivity analysis. Then, these critical parameters are either measured or calibrated. The 

parameters that are not critical can be estimated based on the values reported in literature. Before 

using the adapted parameters in complex large-scale applications, several simple small-scale 

experiments should be conducted and modeled. The parameters are considered to be estimated 

properly if the simulation models the bulk behavior of the material accurately.  

This chapter aims to determine the material and interaction properties of corn and wheat 

kernels for DEM simulation using the strategy as described in the previous paragraph. The 

Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and inter-particle coefficient of restitution (COR) values were 

adopted from literature. The particle shape, mass, particle-wall, and inter-particle COFs were 

experimentally measured. The particle-wall COR was estimated using the calibration method. To 

validate the parameter values, the measured parameters were used to model the bulk density test 

and the angle of repose test. 

 

 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Simulation Software and Contact Model 

The software used to conduct the DEM simulation in this study was EDEM 2019 (DEM 

Solutions Ltd, Edinburgh, UK). The Hertz-Mindlin no-slip model [16] was used as the contact 

force model for all the simulations, which is shown schematically in Fig. 4.1.  
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic of Hertz-Mindlin contact model [17] 
 

The normal contact between two contact elements is simulated as a non-linearly damped 

Hertzian spring. The normal contact force, 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚, is the sum of the normal spring force and normal 

damping force given by, 

 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 = 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚
3/2 + 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚

1/4𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 (4.1) 

where 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚 is normal spring stiffness, 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚 is the normal damping coefficient, 𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚 is the normal overlap 

between two contact elements, and 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐  is the normal relative velocity between two contact 

elements.  

Similar to the normal contact, the tangential contact between two contact elements is also 

modeled as a non-linearly damped spring with a different spring stiffness and a damping 

coefficient. Nevertheless, the tangential contact force is limited by Coulomb’s law of friction, i.e. 

the tangential force would not be larger than the friction force predicted by Coulomb’s low. The 

tangential contact force, 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡, is calculated as,  

 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 = 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 {𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚
1/2𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡 + 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚

1/4𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐, 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚} (4.2) 

where 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 is tangential spring stiffness, 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 is the tangential damping coefficient, 𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡 is the tangential 

overlap between two contact elements, 𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 is the tangential relative velocity between two contact 

elements, and 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠 is the sliding COF between two contact elements.  

The spring stiffness and damping coefficients are functions of material properties, which 

are defined in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Spring stiffness and damping coefficients in Hertz-Mindlin contact model 
 Normal component Tangential component 

Spring stiffness 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚 =
4
3
𝐸𝐸∗√𝑅𝑅∗ 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 = 8𝐺𝐺∗√𝑅𝑅∗ 

Damping coefficient 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚 =
ln𝑒𝑒

√ln2𝑒𝑒 + 𝜋𝜋2
�5𝐸𝐸∗𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 =

ln𝑒𝑒
√ln2𝑒𝑒 + 𝜋𝜋2

�10
3
𝐸𝐸∗𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 

𝑅𝑅∗: equivalent radius, 1
𝑅𝑅∗

= 1
𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚

+ 1
𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗

 

𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚, 𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗: Radius of contact components 

𝐸𝐸∗: equivalent mass, 1
𝑚𝑚∗ = 1

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
+ 1

𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗
  

𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚, 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗: mass of contact components 

𝐸𝐸∗: equivalent Young’s modulus, 1
𝐸𝐸∗

= (1−𝜈𝜈𝑚𝑚
2)

𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚
+ (1−𝜈𝜈𝑚𝑚

2)
𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗

 

𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚, 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗: Young’s modulus of contact components 

𝜈𝜈𝑚𝑚 , 𝜈𝜈𝑗𝑗: Poisson’s ratio of contact components 

𝐺𝐺∗: equivalent shear modulus, 1
𝐺𝐺∗

= (2−𝜈𝜈𝑚𝑚)
𝐺𝐺𝑚𝑚

+
(2−𝜈𝜈𝑗𝑗)

𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗
 

𝐺𝐺𝑚𝑚, 𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗: shear modulus of contact components 

𝑒𝑒: coefficient of restitution 

 

4.2.2 Test Material 

The corn and wheat samples used in this study were collected from a farm located near 

Covington, Indiana. The moisture content of the samples determined using the whole kernel oven 

method [18] were 14.7% and 13.9% wet basis for corn and wheat, respectively. Sieves, 16/64-inch 

round-hole sieve for corn and 0.0064×3/8-inch oblong-hole sieve for wheat, were used to separate 

out broken kernels and fine material. Foreign material and broken kernels with sizes similar to the 

size of grain kernels were manually separated from the sieved sample. Low carbon steel and acrylic 

were selected as the representative equipment materials since they are common in agricultural 

production and laboratory testing systems. The materials were purchased in the form of flat sheets 

and then machined into circular disks. 
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4.2.3 Material and Interaction Properties Determination 

The material and interaction properties that are considered to have a critical effect on 

particle flow behavior were experimentally measured. The measured or calibrated properties 

included the particle shape, mass, COF, and COR. Previous studies indicated that Young’s 

modulus had a minor effect on the flow behavior when the material was not highly compressed 

[19]. In those cases, Young’s modulus can be reduced to speed up the simulations [20, 21]. 

Literature values were used for the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. The rolling COF is often 

used as a calibrated parameter to account for the rolling resistance when the particle is modeled as 

a single sphere. In the current study, the particle shape was modeled as glued-sphere clumps, thus 

the rolling COR was set to zero in the simulations.  

4.2.3.1 Particle Shape and Mass 

To acquire an accurate representation of the particle shape, an X-ray micro-CT scanner 

was used to generate three-dimensional (3D) models of the grain kernels. A Skyscan 1272 (Bruker, 

Billerica, MA), as shown in Fig. 4.2, was used to scan the test samples. The device uses X-rays to 

produce tomography projection images by scanning the object at different angles and then 

reconstructing a 3D model based on the images with the aid of computer programs. Though the 

resolution of the scanner can reach 0.4 𝜇𝜇𝐸𝐸, a resolution of 21.7 𝜇𝜇𝐸𝐸 was used as it was high enough 

to generate an accurate shape representation of the kernels. Based on the 3D model output from 

the scanner, an approximate shape model using spheres was generated by the Automatic Sphere-

clump Generator (ASG) software (Cogency, Cape Town, South Africa). An optimization 

algorithm was implemented in the software to minimize the distance between the surface of the 

approximate shape model and the surface of the original 3D model [22]. The optimized diameters 

and relative positions of the spheres were input into the DEM simulation to construct the glued-

sphere clumps. 

For each type of grain, six kernels were randomly selected from the sample. Before 

scanning, the mass of each kernel was measured with an electronic balance. The kernels were then 

scanned, and the corresponding glued-sphere clumps were created in the DEM simulation. The 

mass of each glued-sphere clump was manually input into the simulation based on the 

measurement. In most of the previous studies, the mass of the particle was calculated based on the 
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density of the particle. However, as the kernel mass was a direct input parameter, it was not 

necessary to measure the particle density for the current study. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.2  High-resolution 3D X-ray micro-CT scanner: Bruker Skyscan 1272 
 

4.2.3.2 Coefficient of Friction 

The particle-wall (corn-steel, corn-acrylic, wheat-steel, and wheat-acrylic) and inter-

particle (corn-corn and wheat-wheat) COFs were measured using a reciprocating pin tribometer 

(Bruker UMT TriboLab, Billerica, MA). A detailed description of the test setup and procedure can 

be found in section 3.2. In this section, only a brief introduction of the test setup and procedure is 

given. The device setup was adapted to make measurements for irregular shape particles. The 

modified test setup consists of five main components, i.e. the top sample holder with the top sample, 

the driving units, the bottom sample holder with the bottom sample, the load cell, and the data 

acquisition system (DAS). Photographs and schematics of the particle-wall and inter-particle 

friction test setups are shown in Fig. 4.3. 
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(a) 

 
 (b) 

Fig. 4.3  Friction test setups. (a) Particle-wall; (b) Inter-particle. Photographs are shown on the 
left, and schematic are shown on the right 

 

The measurement procedure was adapted from the standard test procedure developed by 

ASTM [23]. The top and bottom samples were first cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and lens 

cleaning tissues and then fixed on the sample holders. The top sample was lowered vertically till  

it came in contact with the bottom sample. The motion of lowering stopped when the normal force 

measured by the load cell reached a specified force level. The bottom sample was then moved 

horizontally by the driving unit at a specified speed level. During the test, the normal force (𝐹𝐹𝑧𝑧) 

and tangential force (𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚) applied to the top sample were measured by the load cell and recorded by 

the DAS. For particle-wall measurements, the COF (𝜇𝜇) can be calculated as,  

 𝜇𝜇 =
𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚
𝐹𝐹𝑧𝑧

 (4.3) 
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For the inter-particle measurements, because the kernels are not flat, a coordinate transformation 

was required when calculating the COF. The procedure used for the transformation and the data 

analysis process are discussed in detail in section 3.3. 

4.2.3.3 Coefficient of Restitution 

The particle-wall COR was calibrated using a test setup designed by the author, as shown 

in Fig. 4.4(a). The setup consists of three parts, a releasing box, a receiving box, and an impact 

plate. The advantage of this setup is that it is simple and its main components can be easily 3D 

printed. The impact plate was fabricated from the test material, either steel or acrylic. The receiving 

box was divided into a certain number of bins by inserting cardboard partitions into the slots 

provided in the wall. The size of the bin can be adjusted by changing the position of the partitions 

to accommodate the size of the grain kernels being tested.  

For each type of grain, 300 kernels were randomly selected and dropped from the releasing 

box one at a time. The height of the releasing box was adjusted so that the speed of the kernel 

when it collided with the surface was 1.3 m/s. The kernels were placed in the releasing box in 

random orientation and were slowly pushed toward the bottom opening of the releasing box one 

by one. After bouncing off of the impact surface, the kernels were collected in separate bins of the 

receiving box. The number of kernels in each bin was counted to form a frequency distribution of 

number of kernels in different bins. To replicate the experimental test setup in DEM simulations, 

the dimension of the receiving box, the relative position of the releasing box, impact surface, and 

releasing box were measured with a digital caliper. The angle of the impact surface relative to the 

ground was measured with a protractor. The DEM simulation was set up as shown in Fig. 4.4(b).  
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                                    (a)                                                                  (b) 

Fig. 4.4  Particle-wall COR test setup. (a) Experiment setup and (b) simulation setup 
 

To quantitatively compare the experimental results with the simulation results, an average 

bin number was calculated. The average bin number (𝚤𝚤)̅ is defined as follow: 

 
𝚤𝚤̅ =

1
𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐

�(𝑚𝑚 × 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚)
𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑚=1

 
(4.4) 

where i is the bin number, n is the total number of the bins, 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚 is the number of kernels that fell 

into bin i, and 𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 is the total number of kernels used in the test. As illustrated in Fig. 4.4(a), the 

bins in the receiving box were labeled as one to n from left to right. To compare the variability of 

the data, the standard deviation of the bin numbers (si) was also calculated as follows, 

 

𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚 = �
1

𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 − 1
�𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚 ∙ (𝑚𝑚 − 𝚤𝚤)̅2
𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑚=1

 

(4.5) 

The material and interaction properties used in the simulation except the particle-wall COR 

were either measured directly with the methods described in sections 3.2.1. and 3.2.2. or acquired 

from the literature. Simulations with different values of particle-wall COR were run and the 

average bin numbers were recorded. The COR value that minimizes the difference between the 

average bin numbers of the simulation and the experiment was determined. 
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4.2.4 Bulk Material Tests 

The bulk behavior of the grains was studied with the bulk density test and the angle of 

repose test [9, 12]. The test setups and procedures were replicated in DEM simulations. The input 

parameters used in DEM simulations were determined using the methods reported in section 3.2. 

The accuracy of the material and interaction properties measurements was evaluated based on the 

relative difference between the simulation results and experimental measurements. 

4.2.4.1 Bulk Density 

The bulk density of the grain was measured using a Winchester cup setup (Seedburo 

Equipment Co., Des Plaines, IL) as shown in Fig. 4.5(a). Grain was placed in a funnel which has 

a slide gate at the bottom. The gate was opened, and the grain was poured into a cup of known 

volume (one-pint dry measure, 0.00057 𝐸𝐸3). A sufficient amount of grain (around 600 gram) was 

placed in the funnel to ensure the cup overflowed. Grain above the cup was leveled off using a 

wooden striker. The striker was moved in a zig-zag motion when sweeping over the cup to avoid 

compaction of grain kernels. The edge of the striker always made contact with the top edge of the 

cup when it was moved across the top of the cup. The mass of the empty cup (𝐸𝐸0) and the mass 

of the cup with the grain (𝐸𝐸1) were measured with an electronic balance. The bulk density 𝜌𝜌𝑏𝑏 was 

determined by dividing the mass of the grain in the cup (𝐸𝐸1 −𝐸𝐸0) by the volume of the cup (V), 

 𝜌𝜌𝑏𝑏 =
𝐸𝐸1 −𝐸𝐸0

𝑉𝑉
 (4.6) 

This test was repeated three times for both corn and wheat samples.  

The test setup, e.g. the height of the hopper and the sample size, can affect the measurement 

[24]. Thus, it is important to keep the experiment and simulation test setup the same to have 

comparable results. With the same dimension and relative position of the funnel and cup, the test 

setup was reproduced in a DEM simulation, as shown in Fig. 4.5(b). The motion of the slide gate 

and wooden striker in the simulation also mimicked the procedure used in the experiment. At the 

end of the simulation, the bulk density of the grain was calculated directly by the software. 
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(a)                                                   (b) 

Fig. 4.5  Bulk density test setup. (a) Experiment setup and (b) simulation setup 
 

4.2.4.2 Angle of Repose 

The angle of repose test was set up with a pan placed under a funnel (Fig. 4.6(a)). The 

position of the funnel outlet was adjusted right above the center of the pan. A 1200-gram grain 

sample was poured into the funnel which had the bottom outlet closed. The outlet was opened, and 

the grain was discharged from the funnel. Sufficient grain was used to fill the pan and have the 

pan overflow. After the funnel fully discharged, a pile of grain was formed above the pan. A 

camera was used to take a picture of the grain pile. To have a correct representation of the pile 

shape and size in the picture, the camera was placed with its short axis perpendicular to the top of 

the lab bench at the same level as the pan. The test was repeated three times for both corn and 

wheat samples. The same test setup and procedure were replicated in a DEM simulation. A 

screenshot of the pile with the view orientation parallel to the X-Z plane was taken at the last time 

step of the simulation. The outlines of the pile in the images were identified by processing the 

images with MATLAB. The qualitative comparison was made between the outlines of the piles 

acquired from the experiment and simulation. The height of the pile at the middle of the pan was 

measured based on the outline extracted from the original image. A quantitative comparison was 

made between the ratio of the pile height to the pan radius acquired from the experiment and 

simulation. 
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      (a)                                                        (b) 

Fig. 4.6  Angle of repose test setup. (a) Experiment setup and (b) simulation setup 

 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Material and Interaction Properties Determination 

4.3.1.1 Particle Shape 

Fig. 4.7(a) shows one of the 3D mesh models output by the X-ray micro-CT scanner in 

stereolithography (STL) format. Based on the 3D mesh models, ASG software was used to 

generate the glued-sphere clumps. As shown in Fig. 4.7(b), the glued-sphere clump gives a more 

accurate shape representation of the original particle when a greater number of spheres is used. 

However, the trade-off for using a greater number of spheres is that the computational time 

increases accordingly. A previous study compared the results of simulating the angle of repose test 

and rotating drum test of iron ore pellets with single-sphere and glued-sphere clumps [14]. It was 

found that simulating particles with glued-sphere clumps resulted in a better agreement between 

experimental and simulation results. Though increasing the number of spheres gives a more 

detailed description of the particle shape, it does not necessarily improve the accuracy of the 

simulation [25]. As the number of spheres, the simulation accuracy tends to converge to a certain 

level [26]. It was reported that a small number of spheres, i.e. 5 spheres, can provide reasonable 

results when simulating corn kernels in a rotary seed coater [27]. Another study stated that the 

angle of repose and bulk density of corn kernels were accurately simulated when 16 spheres were 

used [26]. 
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ASG software evaluates the accuracy of the glued-sphere shape representation based on 

the volume error and average mass distribution error along the principal axes (EIT) error. A 

detailed description of the error calculation can be found in Price et al. [22] and Lien and Kajiya 

[28]. Fig. 4.8 is a plot of the volume error and EIT error versus the number of spheres when 

modeling a selected corn kernel 3D mesh with a glued-sphere clump. The plot indicates that both 

errors reach low values when the number of spheres is greater than five. Thus, four to five spheres 

were used to model the shape of the grain kernels. In this way, reasonable shape representations 

were acquired and the computation times of the simulations were minimized. All twelve glued-

sphere clumps used in the DEM simulations are shown in Fig. 4.9. Table 4.2 reports the mean and 

standard deviation of the error between the 3D mesh models and the glued-sphere clumps. For 

both corn and wheat kernels, the mean volume errors are less than 3%, while the mean EIT errors 

are less than 8%. The errors of wheat kernels are greater than the corresponding errors of corn 

kernels because it is challenging to simultaneously depict both the crease on the one side of the 

wheat kernel and the smooth surface on the opposite side with a small number of spheres. 

 

  
                           (a)                                                        (b) 

Fig. 4.7  An example of (a) a 3D mesh model generated by the X-ray micro-CT scanner, (b) 
glued-sphere clumps generated by ASG software based on the 3D mesh model. From left to 

right: 2 spheres; 5 spheres; 10 spheres; 20 spheres 
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Fig. 4.8  Volume error and EIT error versus the number of spheres in the clump. An image of the 
3D model of the kernel is shown in the upper right corner 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
 (b) 

Fig. 4.9  Glued-sphere clumps used in DEM simulations. (a) Wheat kernels and (b) corn kernels 
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Table 4.2 Volume and EIT errors between the 3D mesh models and the glued-sphere clumps 
  

Volume error (%)[a] EIT error (%)[a] 
Wheat 2.62 (0.36) 7.98 (0.56) 
Corn 1.81 (1.19) 5.30 (1.42) 

[a] Values in parentheses are standard deviations. 
 

4.3.1.2 Coefficient of Friction 

The static COFs of corn-steel, corn-acrylic, wheat-steel, and wheat-acrylic and the dynamic 

COFs of corn-steel, corn-acrylic, corn-corn, wheat-steel, wheat-acrylic, and wheat-wheat were 

measured using a reciprocating pin tribometer. A detailed description of the data analysis process 

is given in section 3.3. In this section, only a summary of the results is presented. Fig. 4.10 shows 

a typical COF versus time plot from a particle-wall friction test. The static COF was calculated by 

averaging the peak values circled in blue in Fig. 4.10(a), which represent the COF values when 

the samples just start to move against each other. The dynamic COF was calculated by averaging 

the values identified in yellow in Fig. 4.10(a), which represent the COF values during steady-state 

sliding. The mean and standard deviation of the particle-wall static and dynamic COFs and the 

inter-particle dynamic COFs are reported in Table 4.3. The values of particle-wall and inter-

particle dynamic COFs were used as input parameters for the bulk material test simulations.  

 

  

(a)                                                                          (b) 

Fig. 4.10  Typical COF versus time plot for (a) a particle-wall friction test of wheat on acrylic, 
(b) an inter-particle friction test of wheat on wheat 
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Table 4.3  Static and dynamic COFs measured for grain kernels sliding against different types of 
materials 

Type of grain kernel Type of contact surface Type of COF COF[a] 

Corn Low carbon steel Static 0.24 (0.05) 
Dynamic 0.22 (0.06) 

Corn Acrylic Static 0.22 (0.03) 
Dynamic 0.16 (0.01) 

Corn Corn Dynamic 0.09 (0.02) 

Wheat Low carbon steel Static 0.32 (0.02) 
Dynamic 0.30 (0.02) 

Wheat Acrylic Static 0.29 (0.03) 
Dynamic 0.20 (0.02) 

Wheat Wheat Dynamic 0.18 (0.04) 
[a] Values in parentheses are standard deviations. 
 

4.3.1.3 Coefficient of Restitution 

Using the glued-sphere clumps generated in section 4.3.1.1, the average bin numbers from 

the DEM simulations at different particle-wall COR levels were calculated. Fig. 4.11 is a plot of 

the average bin numbers versus the particle-wall COR. The COR values range from 0.6 to 0.95 

with an interval of 0.05. The experimental results for different contact material combinations are 

summarized in Table 4.4. The COR values that minimized the difference between the average bin 

numbers from the simulation and the experiment were interpolated based on Fig. 4.11 and are 

listed in the third row of Table 4.4. DEM simulations were run using these interpolated particle-

wall COR levels and the corresponding means and standard deviations of the bin numbers are 

listed in the second row of Table 4.4. Qualitative comparisons were also made between the 

simulation and experiment using plots of the cumulative frequency distributions of the number of 

kernels in different bins as shown in Fig. 4.12. 

According to the results, the simulations using the calibrated CORs were able to generate 

the means, standard deviations, and cumulative frequency distributions that were close to the 

experimental values. While the mean of the bin numbers is mainly determined by the particle-wall 

COR, the standard deviation and the cumulative frequency distribution are related to the particle 

shape representation. For instance, when a single-sphere model with a fixed COR is used in the 

simulation, all the particles will fall into the same bin. Thus, the standard deviation of the bin 

numbers is zero for this case. The standard deviation becomes non-zero when the particles are 

modeled as glued-sphere clumps. The good agreement between the results suggests that not only 

the particle-wall COR but also the particle shape were estimated adequately.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4.11  Average bin numbers for different particle-wall COR levels. (a) Steel as the impact 
surface; (b) Acrylic as the impact surface 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4.12  Cumulative frequency distribution of number of particles in different bins. (a) Steel as 
the impact surface; (b) Acrylic as the impact surface 
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Table 4.4  Average bin numbers from experiment and calibrated particle-wall CORs based on 

simulated results 
 

Corn-Steel[a] Corn-Acrylic[a] Wheat-Steel[a] Wheat-Acrylic[a] 
Average bin number-Experiment 3.78 (1.04) 3.73 (0.99) 5.81 (1.28) 5.53 (1.20) 
Average bin number-Simulation 3.76 (0.96) 3.76 (0.96) 5.78 (0.97) 5.51 (1.03) 
Particle-wall COR 0.90 0.90 0.75 0.79 

[a] Values in parentheses are standard deviations. 
 

4.3.2 Bulk Material Test 

Using the methods described in section 4.2, the material and interaction properties of corn 

and wheat kernels were determined as listed in Table 4.5. The values were used as input for the 

DEM simulations of bulk material tests.  

 

Table 4.5  The values of the input parameters of the DEM simulations 
Input parameters Corn Wheat Source 
Particle shape / / X-ray micro-CT test and ASG 

software 
Particle mass / / Electronic balance 
Young's modulus (MPa) 26 22 [10] 
Poisson's ratio 0.4 0.18 [10] 
Coefficients of friction 
        Kernel-Kernel 0.09 0.18 Reciprocating pin tribometer 
        Kernel-Steel 0.22 0.30 Reciprocating pin tribometer 
Coefficients of restitution 
        Kernel-Kernel 0.25 0.25 [10] 

        Kernel-Steel 0.90 0.75 Drop kernel test 

Coefficient of rolling friction 
        Kernel-Kernel 0 0 Assumption 
        Kernel-Steel 0 0 Assumption 

 
4.3.2.1 Bulk Density 

For corn, the bulk densities measured experimentally and predicted by the simulation are 

777.5±4.0 g/cm3 and 787.5 g/cm3, respectively, with a percentage error of 1.2% (Table 4.6). For 

wheat, the bulk densities measured in experiment and simulation are 756.6±0.9 g/cm3 and 764.0 

g/cm3, respectively, with a percentage error of 0.9%. A good agreement between the experimental 
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and simulation results was achieved since the material and interaction properties were accurately 

measured. The major factors affecting the grain bulk density are the particle size and shape, and 

the density/mass of an individual particle. The size and shape of the particle were captured by the 

X-ray micro-CT scanner with a high resolution. Glued-sphere clumps generated by the ASG 

software gave an acceptable shape representation of the scanned particle with a low volumetric 

difference and a very similar mass distribution.  

 

Table 4.6  Bulk density values acquired from experiment and simulation 

 Experiment (g/cm3)[a] Simulation (g/cm3)[a] Percentage error (%) 
Corn 777.5 (4.1) 784.3 (2.9) 1.2 
Wheat 756.6 (0.9) 765.4 (1.7) 0.9 

[a] Values in parentheses are standard deviations. 
 

4.3.2.2 Angle of Repose 

The images of the corn and wheat piles taken during the experiment and predicted by the 

simulation are shown in Fig. 4.13. To make a qualitative comparison between the pile outlines, the 

images were processed using MATLAB. The pile and the background were separated by 

converting the original RGB images into binary images, i.e. images with only black and white 

picture elements, by using color filters. The outlines of the piles can then be easily identified and 

plotted together for comparison as shown in Fig. 4.14. For the corn piles, the experimental and 

simulated results agree well as the outlines have similar shapes and approximately the same heights. 

For the wheat, the size of the pile in the simulation is slightly larger than the size of the pile in the 

experiment.  

In most of the previous studies, the experimental and simulation results of the angle of 

repose test were quantitatively compared on the basis of the angles of the piles [25, 29]. However, 

Fraczek et al. [30] stated that the angle measurement could be subjective and biased when the 

shape of the pile is not a “perfect” cone. Due to the large particle size and irregular shape, grain 

kernels commonly form a cone with a convex or concave surface. Thus, the pile angle was not 

used as an indicator of the similarity of two piles in the current study. Instead, the height of the 

pile was measured based on the outline acquired by MATLAB and normalized by the radius of the 

pan.  
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In addition, as the height of the pile was described as a function of the horizontal position, 

the height difference between the outlines of the piles, ∆𝑙𝑙, can be calculated at different horizontal 

positions. The sum of squares of the height difference, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆∆𝐻𝐻 , can be used as a quantitative 

measurement of the similarity between the two pile shapes. The sum of squares of the height 

difference is calculated as,  

 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆∆𝐻𝐻 = ��𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚) − 𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚)�

2
𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑚=1

 
(4.7) 

where 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚 is the horizontal position, 𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚) is the height of the pile formed in the simulation, 

𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚) is the height of the pile formed in the experiment, n is the total number of horizontal 

positions being used. This sum of squares value is useful when a calibration test is conducted. The 

input parameters of the DEM simulation can be adjusted to minimize the sum of squares of the 

height difference, which will lead to a more objective result compared with minimizing the 

differences between the pile angles. 

The ratios of the pile height to the pan radius are presented in Table 4.7. The low percentage 

error for both corn and wheat tests indicate that the particle shape, inter-particle dynamic COF, 

and rolling COF were estimated properly since these parameters have significant effects on the 

shape of the pile formed in the angle of repose test [26, 31]. The percentage error for the wheat 

test (7.5%) is high compared with the percentage error of corn test (3.4%). One possible reason 

causing this is that the inter-particle COF of wheat was not measured as accurately as that of corn. 

As reported by Chen et al. [32], corn kernels have a relatively flat contact surface compared with 

wheat kernels, which resulted in more consistent COF measurements.  

 

Table 4.7  Ratio of pile height to pan radius acquired from experiment and simulation 

 Experiment[a] Simulation[a] Percentage error (%) 
Corn 0.41 (0.02) 0.42 (0.01) 3.4 
Wheat 0.44 (0.03) 0.47 (0.02) 7.5 

[a] Values in parentheses are standard deviations. 
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(a) 

  
(b) 

Fig. 4.13  Images of the grain piles (a) corn piles; (b) wheat piles. The experimental results are 
shown on the left and simulation results are shown on the right. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4.14  Outlines of the grain piles extracted by MATLAB from the experimental and 
simulated results. (a) Corn piles; (b) Wheat piles. Red lines are used for experiments and blue 

lines are used for simulations 
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 Summary 

The material and interaction properties of corn and wheat kernels for DEM simulations 

were determined using several different approaches. In particular, the particle shape, mass, 

particle-wall, and inter-particle COFs were measured on single particles with an X-ray micro-CT 

scanner, electronic balance, and reciprocating-pin tribometer, respectively; the particle-wall CORs 

were calibrated using a self-developed test setup. The values of Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, 

and inter-particle CORs were estimated by using literature values. The values of these properties 

were used to simulate a bulk density test and an angle of repose test. The bulk behavior of the 

particles in the simulation and experiment were compared both qualitatively and quantitatively. 

Good agreements were found between experimental and simulation results.  

The bulk density and angle of repose test used in the current study are mainly influenced 

by particle shape, mass, inter-particle COF, and rolling COF. The low percentage errors between 

the experimental and simulation results imply that these parameters were estimated properly. For 

future work, bulk material tests whose results are sensitive to changes in particle-wall COF, COR 

and Young’s modulus could be identified and then conducted to validate the correctness of the 

remaining parameters.  
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5. DAMAGE RESISTANCE OF CORN AND WHEAT KERNELS TO 
COMPRESSION, FRICTION, AND REPEATED IMPACTS 

 Introduction and Background 

Grain kernel damage is one of the common problems associated with harvesting and 

handling, as grain kernels are subject to a combination of compression, impact and friction loads 

during these operations [1]. Damage resistance is an important mechanical property of the grain 

kernel. It describes the relationship between the external loads and the resulting damage to the 

kernel. The information is useful for optimizing the equipment design and adjusting operational 

settings, thereby minimizing the grain kernel damage.  

Damage caused by a compression load is common in harvesting and handling. One typical 

example is kernels jamming between machine components. Though compression damage is 

normally undesirable, some operations, such as dehulling [2], milling [3], and oil extraction [4], 

are specifically designed to damage the structure of the grain kernel using compression. The 

compression loading behavior of different types of grain, including corn [5, 6], wheat [7, 8], 

soybeans [9, 10], rice [11], and barley [12], has been widely studied by researchers. The most 

common test device to measure the compression resistance of the grain kernel is the universal 

testing machine. During the test, an individual kernel is compressed between two parallel plates. 

The force applied to the kernel and the kernel deformation are recorded by the device and force-

deformation curves are plotted. The compression resistance is quantified either as the peak force 

or the energy absorbed by the kernel when the damage occurs [13]. For the same type of grain, the 

compression resistance is affected by the testing conditions and grain kernel material properties. 

The influence of different factors, including moisture content [14], composition [15], loading 

orientation [16], and loading rate [17] have been investigated.  

Impact is one of the major mechanisms that lead to grain kernel damage. The damage can 

be significant when kernels are impacted by machine components moving at a high velocity, such 

as when passing through combine harvester [18] or bucket elevator [19]. In addition, the kernels 

are subject to damage when they are accelerated to high velocity and impact on a hard surface, e.g. 

when conveying by pneumatic conveyor [20] and free falling from a high elevation [21]. Various 

lab devices have been developed for impact damage testing including the centrifugal impactor 

[22], the rotary hammer impactor [23], the drop bar impactor [24], and the pneumatic projector 
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[25]. Though the features of these devices are different, the basic principle of the tests is to subject 

the kernels to impact at specified velocities. The degree of impact damage is correlated with the 

impact velocity and/or impact energy. The major factors affecting the degree of impact damage 

are moisture content [26], impact velocity [27], orientation of loading [28], impact surface [21], 

and angle of impact [29].  

Little research has been conducted to investigate the grain damage caused by the frictional 

forces, and wear damage to the kernels is not specifically mentioned in the grain inspection 

handbook published by the United States Department of Agriculture [30]. The reason for this may 

be that wear damage is not as serious as compression and impact damage. One mechanical property 

related to the grain wear resistance is the abrasive hardness index (AHI), which is defined as the 

time to abrade 1% of the kernel as fines [31]. The kernel with a higher AHI value is tougher and 

it is more difficult to abrade using frictional forces. AHI was determined with a tangential abrasive 

dehulling device (TADD) developed by Oomah, Reichert, and Youngs in [32]. During the test, 

several grams of grain sample were placed in bottomless cups and wear on a rotating disk was 

determined. It is worth noticing that the AHI is measured at the bulk material level. No test was 

found that quantified the grain wear damage at the single particle level. For inorganic material, the 

pin-on-disk test is a conventional method to determine wear [33]. For this test, the sample material 

is manufactured in a standard shape and exposed to a rotating disk. The amount of wear is 

quantified by the change of sample weight or dimension, which can be correlated with the amount 

of work done by the frictional force.  

As the damage mechanism of different types of loading is different, previous individual 

studies usually only investigated one type of loading. The objective of the current study is to 

quantify the damage resistance of corn and wheat kernels to compression, friction, and repeated 

impacts and describe the results with statistical models.  

 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Test Material 

Corn and wheat samples were acquired from a local farm (Covington, IN). The moisture 

contents of the samples were measured using the whole kernel oven method described in ASABE 

standard S352.2 [34]. The moisture content of corn was 14.7% wet basis and the moisture content 
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of wheat was 13.9% wet basis. For the tests, only the whole kernels, i.e. the fully intact kernels 

with no external cracks or kernel pieces chipped away [35], were used. The broken kernels and 

fine material were separated from the sample using sieves. The 16/64-inch round-hole sieve was 

used for corn and the 0.0064×3/8-inch oblong-hole sieve was used for wheat. The broken kernel 

pieces that were similar in size to whole kernels were handpicked out and discarded from the 

sieved sample.  

5.2.2 Compression Test 

The fracture resistance of the corn and wheat sample to compressive loading was measured 

with a universal testing machine (MTS Criterion Model 43, Eden Prairie, MN) as shown in Fig. 

5.1. Quasi-static compression tests were performed to acquire the fracture force and fracture 

energy of the grain kernels following the test procedure described in ASAE S368.4 [36]. For each 

type of grain, 100 kernels were randomly selected from the sample. The individual kernel was 

placed between two parallel plates in its most stable orientation at which the kernel would not tend 

to fall down or roll. For wheat, the crease faced the bottom plate; for corn, the germ faced the 

bottom plate. The kernel was compressed at a constant loading rate of 1.25 mm/min. During the 

test, the displacement of the top plate and the compressive force were recorded at a data acquisition 

rate of 100 Hz. The test was stopped right after the initial fracture of the kernel. The fracture force 

was determined as the maximum force each test. The fracture energy was equal to the area under 

the force-displacement curve between the initial contact point and the fracture point. The fracture 

energy (𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝) was estimated as, 

 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 = � 𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚) ∙ [𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚) − 𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚−1)]
𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑚=1
 (5.1) 

where 𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡) is the compressive force measured at the time t, 𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) is the displacement of the top 

plate at the time t, 𝑡𝑡0 is the time that the top plate is just in contact with the kernel, 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 is the time 

that the kernel fractures.  
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Fig. 5.1  Universal Testing Machine (MTS Criterion Model 43) 
 

5.2.3 Repeated Impact Test 

Single and repeated impacts test were conducted using a modified Wisconsin breakage 

tester (Fig. 5.2) to study the relationship between the impact energy and the damage probability of 

the grain kernels. A detailed description of the device configuration can be found in Lyon, Schmitt, 

Bern, and Hurburgh [37]. The main difference between the modified and original tester is that 

modified tester incorporates a variable frequency drive. In this way, the rotational speed of the 

impeller is adjustable, and the kernel can be impacted using different rotational speeds.  
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Fig. 5.2  Wisconsin breakage tester setup 
 

Before the test began, subsamples with a sample size of 100 grams for corn and 25 grams 

for wheat were prepared using a Boerner divider. For both corn and wheat, the number of kernels 

in a subsample was around 300, which was high enough to generate results with low standards 

deviation according to a preliminary test. The test procedure for the single impact test followed 

the one developed by Singh and Finner [22]. At first, the tester was run empty until the desired 

speed level was reached. The sample was then fed into the impeller using a vibratory feeder. The 

kernels were spread out by the impellor and impacted on the cylinder wall. After the impact, the 

kernels were collected in a receiving box. The damaged kernels were separated from the whole 

kernel following the procedure described in section 3.1. The damage fraction (DF) of the 

subsample is calculated as, 

 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹 =
𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑

𝐸𝐸0
 (5.2) 

where 𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑 is the mass of the damaged kernels, and 𝐸𝐸0 is the total mass of the subsample. For a 

specific speed level, the damage fractions of three replicate subsamples were assessed.  

As for the repeated impacts test, the subsamples were impacted at the specified impellor 

rotational speeds for multiple times. After each impact, the kernels were manually inspected. The 

damaged kernels were weighed and excluded from the subsample. The undamaged kernels were 

fed into the tester again until all the kernels in the subsample were damaged or the number of 
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impacts reached 10. The cumulative fraction of damage after a given number of impacts (n) can 

be calculated as, 

 
𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹 =

∑ 𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑,𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚=1

𝐸𝐸0
 

(5.3) 

Due to the complexity of the repeated impact test, only one subsample was tested for a specified 

speed level.  

To establish damage probability curves for the corn and wheat, single impact and repeated 

impact tests were conducted at various impeller rotational speeds. The speeds were chosen based 

on the preliminary test to ensure that the damage fraction ranged approximately from 0% to 100%. 

A summary of the test speeds for different test configurations is given in Table 5.1. It is worth 

noticing that the speeds mentioned in the table are the target values, the actual rotational speed of 

the impeller during the test was measured with a tachometer. 

 

Table 5.1  Impeller rotational speeds 

Type of grain Type of test Target speed level (rpm) 

 
Corn  

Single impact 500, 900, 1400, 1800, 2200 

Repeated impacts 800, 1000, 1200 

High-speed camera 100, 2200, 2600 

 
Wheat  

Single impact 1400, 1800, 2200, 2600, 3000, 3400  
Repeated impacts 1800, 2000, 2200 
High-speed camera 100, 2200, 2600 

 

As the gap between the impellor and the impact wall was small, it was assumed that the 

impact speed was equivalent to the linear speed of the kernel when it was discharged from the 

impellor. The impact speed, 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝, was estimated based on the equation derived by Patterson and 

Reece [38], 

 
𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 = ���−𝜇𝜇 ± �𝜇𝜇2 + 1� 𝑎𝑎𝜔𝜔�

2
+ (𝑎𝑎𝜔𝜔)2 

(5.4) 

where 𝜇𝜇 is the coefficient of friction between the impellor and the kernel, r is the radius of the 

impellor, and 𝜔𝜔 is the rotational speed of the impellor. The impellor was made of acrylic, and the 

impellor-kernel coefficients of friction were acquired from Chen, Ambrose, and Wassgren [39]. 

The mass-specific impact energy of the impact event i, 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑚, can be calculated using the impact 

velocity, 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑚. 
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 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑚 =
1
2
𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑚
2  (5.5) 

In this paper, a convention is used to denote a mass-specific energy as an energy symbol, 𝐸𝐸, with 

a subscript, m, i.e. 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚. 

To validate the speeds calculated based on the equation 5.4, slow-motion videos were taken 

by a high-speed camera (Photron, San Diego, CA). The impact speed of the kernels in the videos 

was estimated using the image processing toolbox in MATLAB. For both corn and wheat, the 

impact speeds were measured at five different impellor speeds. For each impellor speed, the 

average impact speed of three replicate measurements was calculated and compared to the one 

calculated using equation 5.4.  

5.2.4 Friction Test 

The wear resistance of the grain was evaluated with a pin-on-disk tribometer (Bruker UMT 

TriboLab, Bilerica, MA). As shown in Fig. 5.3, the test system consists of top and bottom samples, 

top and bottom sample holders, a load cell, a driving unit, and a data acquisition system (DAQ). 

The conventional materials tested with this device are inorganics, like metals and alloys [40, 41], 

which can be fabricated into standard shapes like a disk or a sphere for testing. However, the grain 

kernels tested in the current study cannot be easily machined into a standard shape. Alternately, an 

intact kernel (top sample) was carefully superglued onto a 3D-printed pin, which was held by the 

top sample holder. The germ side of the corn kernel and the crease side of the wheat kernel were 

stuck onto the pin using superglue to ensure the surface in contact with the bottom sample was 

smooth. The representative structural materials used as the bottom sample were acrylic and low 

carbon steel because they are common in agricultural production and laboratory testing systems. 

The material was purchased in the form of flat plates of 0.25-inch thickness and then machined 

into circular disks of 2.75 in. diameter with a hole in the center. The disk was fixed onto the bottom 

sample holder with a screw. 
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(a)                                                                           (b) 

Fig. 5.3  Pin-on-disk setup. (a)Photograph; (b) schematic. 
 

The standard test method for wear measurement with a pin-on-disk setup is described in 

ASTM G99 [33]. Immediately prior to the test, the contact surfaces of the top and bottom samples 

were cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and dried with lens cleaning tissue paper. The top sample was 

lowered vertically and pressed against the bottom sample. The normal force applied to the top 

sample was measured by the load cell and controlled at a specified level. The bottom sample then 

started to revolve about the disk center at a constant speed driven by the driving unit. With a data 

acquisition rate of 200 Hz, the tangential forces measured by the load cell were recorded by the 

DAS during the test. The appropriate test parameters, including the normal load and the disk 

rotational speed, were determined on the basis of preliminary tests. To prevent the large tangential 

force from causing the kernel to detach from the pin, a low normal load of 2 N and a low rotational 

speed of 20 rpm were used. The atmospheric conditions surrounding the device were controlled at 

a temperature level between 20-25°C and a relative humidity level between 40-50%.  

The objective of the test was to quantify the amount of work that causes wear damage to 

the kernel. No previous studies were found to explicitly define the wear damage of grain kernels. 

In the current study, the kernel was classified as wear damaged when the pericarp was worn off 

and the endosperm was exposed to the environment. The exposed white endosperm can be easily 

identified because of the contrast with the yellow/brown pericarp. For the test, the kernel was first 

abraded with the disk for one minute and visually inspected. If the endosperm was not exposed, 

the previous procedure was repeated until the kernel was classified as wear damaged. With the 
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tangential force data, the work done by the friction force can be calculated as the sum of the work 

done in each time step, 

 
𝑊𝑊𝑟𝑟 = �𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡(𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚) ∙ ∆𝑙𝑙

𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑚=0

= 2𝜋𝜋𝑎𝑎 ∙ 𝜔𝜔 ∙ ∆𝑡𝑡 ∙�𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡(𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚)
𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑚=0

 
(5.6) 

where, 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡(𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚) is the tangential force at time 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚, ∆𝑙𝑙 is the sliding distance within a time step, 𝑎𝑎 is 

the distance between the kernel center and the disk center, 𝜔𝜔 is the disk rotational speed, ∆𝑡𝑡 is the 

time step, 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 is the time that the test starts, and 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 is the time that the test stops. For each type of 

grain, the test was performed on 5 kernels which were randomly selected from the sample. 

 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Compression Test 

The fracture force and energy of 100 corn kernels and 100 wheat kernels was recorded and 

the average values were calculated. As reported in Table 5.2, the average values are  309.4 ± 107.1 

N for the fracture force of corn, 83.4 ± 23.8 N for the fracture force of wheat, 48.7 ± 27.1 mJ for 

the fracture energy of corn, and 28.7 ± 13.5 mJ for the fracture energy of wheat. The higher 

average fracture force and energy of the corn indicates that the corn is more resistant to 

compression loading than the wheat. The literature that measured the compression resistance of 

the grains at similar moisture content as the current study was reviewed. Although there are 

variation among the result of different studies, overall the values measured in the current study 

agree with the measurements of the former studies. Difference in sample size, variety, and moisture 

content are the main causes that lead to variations in results. Besides, former studies considered 

that the area under the force-displacement curve, i.e. fracture energy, was equivalent to the area of 

a triangular area defined by the following equation [15, 42],  

 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 =
1
2
𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 

(5.7) 

where 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 is the fracture force, and 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 is the deformation at the fracture force. Though the 

calculation is simpler using equation 5.7, the result is less accurate compared to the calculation 

given by equation 5.1 which was used in the current study. 
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Table 5.2  Average fracture force and energy of corn and wheat kernels[a] 
Type of 
grain 

Moisture 
content (%)[b] Variety Fracture 

force (N)[c] 
Fracture 
energy (mJ)[d] Source 

Corn 

14.7 / 309.4 (107.1) 48.7 (27.1) Current study 
13.7 DCC 370 228.5 95.8  [42] 
13.7 SC 704 188.4 57.7 [43] 
14.8 
14.3 
13.6 

NS 6010 
NS 4015 
ZP 677 

330 
410 
405 

/ [6][c] 

Wheat 

13.9 SRW9606 83.4 (23.8) 28.7 (13.5) Current study 

11.1 

Kunduru 1149 
Daphan 
Nenehatun 
Doğu 88 
Lancer 

131.8 (24.7) 
80.5 (12.8) 
96.6 (17.6) 
114.9 (30.2) 
122.2 (11.7) 

34.3 (11.4) 
19.6 (5.2) 
23.0 (8.3) 
32.5 (15.0) 
33.1 (10.7) 

[15] 

15 Shiroody 80.3 22.9 [7] 
[a] Previous studies listed in the table used similar test procedure as the current study, i.e. a whole kernel was slowly compressed between 
two parallel plates with the germ side (corn) or crease side (wheat) facing the plate. 
[b] Moisture content in wet basis. 
[c] Values in parentheses are standard deviations. 
[d] Values were estimated from figures. 
 

The coefficients of variation defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean were 

35%, 29%, 55%, and 47% for corn fracture force, wheat fracture force, corn fracture energy, and 

wheat fracture energy, respectively. The large coefficients of variation indicate that the dispersion 

of the measurement is large. To better describe the data, frequency distributions and cumulative 

probability distributions were plotted as shown in Fig. 5.4 and 5.5. Different types of statistical 

distributions were fit to the empirical distribution using MATLAB. The goodness of fit was 

evaluated based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion 

(BIC). It was found that the lognormal distribution described the empirical distributions of both 

fracture force and fracture energy well. The cumulative distribution function of the lognormal 

distribution, 𝐹𝐹(𝑥𝑥), can be expressed as, 

 
𝐹𝐹(𝑥𝑥) = Φ�

ln𝑥𝑥 − 𝜇𝜇
𝜎𝜎

� 
(5.8) 

where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution, x is the value 

of the random variable, and 𝜇𝜇 and 𝜎𝜎 are two distribution parameters. The parameter 𝜇𝜇 represents 

the mean of the random variable’s natural logarithm; while the parameter 𝜎𝜎 represents the standard 

deviation of the random variable’s natural logarithm. The parameter values of the fitted lognormal 

distributions were listed in Table 5.3. The fitted parameters for corn are larger than the 
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corresponding parameters for wheat, which aligns with the larger mean and standard deviation of 

the corn comparing to that of wheat.  

 

 
(a)                                                                       (b) 

 
 (c)                                                                      (d) 

Fig. 5.4  Frequency distributions of (a) corn fracture force; (b) wheat fracture force; (c) corn 
fracture energy; (d) wheat fracture energy. 
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(a)                                                                          (b) 

 
(c)                                                                         (d) 

Fig. 5.5  Cumulative probability distributions of (a) corn fracture force; (b) wheat fracture force; 
(c) corn fracture energy; (d) wheat fracture energy. 

 

Table 5.3  Parameters of the fitted lognormal distributions 

Properties 𝝁𝝁  𝝈𝝈  

Corn fracture force 5.67 0.36 

Corn fracture energy 3.74 0.56 

Wheat fracture force 4.39 0.26 

Wheat fracture energy 3.27 0.41 
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5.3.2 Repeated Impact Test 

The theoretical impact speed calculated using equation 5.4 was compared with the impact 

speed measured experimentally at three different rotational speeds as shown in Table 5.4. The 

standard deviations of the experimental measurements are small, which indicates that the kernel 

impact speed is consistent at a specific impellor speed level. It was found that equation 5.4 was 

able to predict the impact speed accurately with error rates less than 4%. Later in the test, at other 

speeds, only the impellor rotational speed was measured. The impact speed, as well as the impact 

energy, were estimated from the impellor rotational speed using equation 5.4.  

 

Table 5.4  Theoretical impact speed and the experimentally measured impact speed 

Type of grain Impeller 
speed (rpm) 

Impact speed (m/s) Percentage error (%) Experimental values[a] Theoretical values 

Corn 
973 17.49 (0.40) 17.09 2.29 
2230 38.67 (0.26) 39.14 1.24 
2628 46.35 (0.70) 46.13 0.45 

Wheat 
979 17.13 (0.30) 16.58 3.22 
2276 39.84 (1.76) 38.545 3.25 
2667 46.98 (0.06) 45.167 3.85 

[a] Experimental values are the average of three replicate measurements. 

 

In repeated impact test, the impact velocity was controlled to be the same for all the impact 

events when the tester was operated at a specific impellor rotational speed. The cumulative mass-

specific impact energy, 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝,𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚, can be calculated as, 

 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝,𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚 =
1
2
𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝2  (5.9) 

where 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 is impact velocity, and k is the number of impacts. For each type of grain, the damage 

fraction produced by a single impact test and repeated impact tests was plotted against the 

cumulative mass-specific impact energy in one figure as displayed in Fig. 5.6(a) and Fig. 6(b). As 

expected, the damage fraction increases with the impact energy. For a specific test condition, e.g. 

the single impact test or a repeated impact test at a certain speed, the data can be well modeled 

with linear regression. However, the sum of squared errors becomes large when a straight line is 

used to model both the single impact and repeated impact test data.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5.6  Damage fraction versus cumulative impact energy. (a) Corn; (b) wheat. 
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To select a suitable model, the authors reviewed various studies on impact damage of grain 

kernels and other types of granular material [44]. It was found that the impact damage models 

developed for grain kernels were empirical models derived from experimental data using 

regression analyses. In addition, in most of the studies only single impact test were conducted with 

the exception of a study conducted in 2008 which included the number of impacts as a model 

parameter [45]. As for other types of granular material, the damage model developed by Vogel 

and Peukert [46] has been widely used in simulating the rock milling process [47–49]. The model 

was derived from dimensional analysis and a fracture mechanics model based on Weibull 

distribution and was validated experimentally with drop weight tests [50].  

To model the fatigue damage due to the multiple impacts, mass-specific threshold energy, 

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , is introduced. The threshold energy is a material parameter acquired from a 

characterization experiment or simulation. It is assumed that the damage will only be generated 

when the impact energy of a contact event is larger the threshold energy. The portion of the energy 

that exceeds the threshold energy will be accumulated. When the impact energy is smaller than the 

threshold energy, no energy will be accumulated. Based on the description above, equation 5.10 

describes the calculation of 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚, the effective energy that can be accumulated as a result of 

impact event i. Finally, the cumulative effective impact energy of a particle, 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚 , is 

computed by summing the 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚 of all the impact events that the particles have experienced, as 

shown in equation 5.11.  

 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚 = �
0 ,                                  𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝑚𝑚𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑚 ≤ 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝑚𝑚𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑚 − 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ,     𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝑚𝑚𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑚 > 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  

(5.10) 

 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓,𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝐸𝐸 = �𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚

 (5.11) 

According to the model, a relationship was found between 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓,𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝐸𝐸 and the damage 

probability of particles, 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷, which can be expressed as, 

 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 = 1 − exp {−𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡.𝑥𝑥𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚} (5.12) 

where 𝑥𝑥 is the particle diameter; 𝑥𝑥 is the number of impacts; 𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡. is the material damage property. 

When the impact velocity was controlled to be the same for all the impact events, the damage 

probability can be calculated as, 

 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 = 1 − exp�−𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡.𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥�𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑚 − 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚�� (5.13) 
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As mentioned earlier, the Vogel and Peukert model was based on a Weibull distribution, which 

has a cumulative distribution function as follows,  

 
𝐹𝐹(𝑥𝑥) = 1 − exp �−�

𝑥𝑥 − 𝜃𝜃
𝛽𝛽

�
𝛼𝛼

� 
(5.14) 

where x is the value of the random variable, and 𝜃𝜃 , 𝛼𝛼 , and 𝛽𝛽  are distribution parameters. 

Comparing the damage probability function with the cumulative distribution function of the 

Weibull statistic, 𝜃𝜃 is equivalent to the threshold energy, 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚; 𝛽𝛽 is equivalent to 1/𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡.𝑥𝑥. The 

value of 𝛼𝛼 was assumed to be 1 in the Vogel and Peukert model. 

The Vogel and Peukert model was adopted to model the single and repeated impact tests 

data acquired in the current study with a minor modification. As the material being modeled was 

sieved grain, the sizes of the kernels were assumed to all be the same. Thus, the parameter that 

takes into account the shape effect, 𝑥𝑥, was dropped. Preliminary study found that the model did 

not provide a good fit to the data when 𝛼𝛼 was assumed as 1. It was speculated that the value of 𝛼𝛼 

was related to the material property. Since the property of the biomaterial used in the current study 

(corn and wheat kernels) is greatly different from the properties of the inorganic materials 

(polymers, ore, and rock) used in the previous study, the 𝛼𝛼 was included in the model as a fitted 

parameter. Considering the damage probability of a single particle as the damage fraction of 

particles in bulk, the modified Vogel and Peukert model can be written as,  

 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹 = 1 − exp�−𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡.𝑥𝑥�𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑚 − 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚��
𝛼𝛼

 (5.15) 

The model parameters, 𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡., 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, and, 𝛼𝛼, can be acquired by fitting the data using the Excel 

Solver add-in and the least square error method.  

The fitted model curves along with the experimental data points are plotted together in Fig. 

5.7. The values of the model parameters are summarized in Table 5.5. As shown in the plot, the 

model fits the data well with R squared values over 0.99. Though 𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡., 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, and, 𝛼𝛼 are fitted 

parameters, they have physical meanings which reflect the material properties. 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, the location 

parameter of the distribution is the minimum energy that initiates damage to a kernel. Wheat has 

a higher 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 value than corn, meaning that wheat is more resistant to impact damage. This 

aligns with the findings of the previous studies [21, 51]. Drop tests were conducted by Fiscus, 

Foster, and Kaufmann [21], during which corn and wheat kernels were dropped from 100 ft. and 

impacted on a concrete surface with the grains at similar moisture content level. It was found that 
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12% of the corn was damaged while less than 1% of wheat was damaged. The scale parameter, 

𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡., indicates the amount of dispersion of the distribution. When 𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡. is small, the distribution 

is stretched; while when 𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡. is large, the distribution is squeezed. The corn has a higher 𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡. 

value compared to the wheat; thus, the corn was damaged in a narrower range of impact energy. 

The shape parameter, 𝛼𝛼, controls the shape of the distribution curve. With 𝛼𝛼 values both larger 

than one, the cumulative distributions of corn and wheat data were modeled with an “S”-shape 

curve. 
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(a) 

  
(b) 

Fig. 5.7  Damage fraction modeled with a three-parameter Weibull distribution. (a) Corn; (b) 
wheat. 
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Table 5.5  Parameters of the fitted Weibull distributions 

Type of grain 𝒇𝒇𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴.  𝑬𝑬𝒎𝒎,𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎  𝜶𝜶  

Corn 0.0085 24.8 1.58 

Wheat 0.0020 64.4 2.15 

 

5.3.3 Friction test 

A preliminary test was conducted with corn and wheat kernels sliding against steel and 

acrylic surfaces for 30 minutes. For corn-acrylic, corn-steel, and wheat-acrylic tests, no significant 

pericarp damage was identified after the test. The wear damage of the above-mentioned contact 

pairs was low because the contact surface of corn and acrylic was smooth with low coefficients of 

friction [39]. Besides, the pericarp of the corn kernel was hard at the low moisture content. It was 

observed that the acrylic surface was abraded after sliding against the corn kernel. Therefore, only 

the wear resistance of wheat on steel was quantified. Fig. 5.8 shows the wear damaged wheat 

kernels after sliding against the steel surface.  

 

 

Fig. 5.8  Wear damaged wheat kernels after sliding against steel surface. 
 

For wheat-steel tests, wheat kernels were commonly damaged after three to five minutes 

of sliding. The average work done by the friction force when the wear damage occurred, 𝑊𝑊𝑟𝑟, is 

3.85 J, with a standard deviation of 1.50 J. It is worth noticing that the magnitude of 𝑊𝑊𝑟𝑟 is much 

larger than 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 or 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝, meaning that the energy required to cause wear damage is much larger 

than the energy required to cause compression or impact damage. This may be the reason why 

wear damage is not a major concern during the grain handling process. 

The current test only provided a rough estimation for the wear resistance since the kernel 

was checked for damage every one minute. Though slight variations existed among different test 

runs, the work done by the frictional force in one minute was around 1 J. Thus, the resolution of 

the measurements was limited to 1 J approximately. To acquire measurements with higher 
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resolution, the frequency of damage checking should be increased. In addition, the wear resistance 

of the corn kernel could be measured by increasing the normal load and extending the sliding time 

until significant damage is observed. In that case, a safer connection method between the kernel 

and pin should be adopted. There is a concern that the kernel may detach from the pin when sliding 

for a long period of time under high normal load. 

 Conclusions 

The fracture force and fracture energy under compression were 309.4±107.1 N and 

48.7±27.1 mJ for corn; and 83.4±23.8 N and 28.7±13.5 mJ for wheat. It was also demonstrated 

that the compression test data can be well modeled with the lognormal distribution. No significant 

pericarp damage was observed for corn-acrylic, corn-steel, and wheat-acrylic wear tests. The 

average work done to cause wear damage was 3.85±1.50 J for wheat sliding against a steel surface. 

A three-parameter Weibull distribution was used to model the single and repeated impact test data. 

The model provided a good fit to the experimental data with R square values over 0.99. It was 

found that corn kernels were more susceptible to impact loading, while wheat kernels were more 

susceptible to compression loading. Compared to the energy required to cause impact and 

compression damage, much higher energy was required to cause wear damage in wheat. No wear 

damage was observed for the corn kernels under a low normal load. 
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6. DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF A MODEL FOR 
PREDICTING GRAIN IMPACT DAMAGE USING DEM 

 Introduction and Background 

During the agricultural production process, the grain is subjected to a combination of 

impact, shear, and/or compression loading [1]. With poorly designed equipment or improper use 

of the equipment setting, a significant amount of grain kernels can be damaged by the high 

mechanical forces. Impact loading is one of the most common mechanisms that cause damage to 

the grain during harvesting and handling. For instance, the grain is impacted by the cylinder bar 

and the concave when being threshed inside a combine harvester; the grain impacts on the metal 

head covering when being discharged from a bucket elevator; and the grain is subject to impact 

when falling in a grain stream onto a hard surface from a significant height.  

In previous studies, researchers have identified the factors that influence impact damage, 

including harvest and handling operational settings (e.g. concave clearance [2], cylinder speed [3], 

and conveying speed [4]), physical and mechanical properties of the grain (e.g. moisture content 

[5] and size [6]), and stressing conditions (e.g. impact velocity [7], impact angle [8], and kernel 

orientation [9]). Many efforts have been made to build regression models with the factors 

mentioned above to predict the damage level [7, 10–17]. However, these models have been derived 

purely from experimental data. Therefore, each of the models is only applicable to one specific 

type of gain processed by a specific device. This means that these models cannot be generalized 

and used for other materials and test systems. 

Though there is a lack of understanding in the damage mechanism of grain, the damage 

mechanism of solid materials, like rock, mineral, and ceramic, has been investigated extensively 

by the science of comminution. Several models [18–20] have been derived based on fracture 

mechanics to describe the damage/breakage behavior of particulate materials under repetitive 

impact loading. Among these models, Vogel and Peukert’s damage model [19] has been widely 

used in modeling the breakage behavior of various materials [21–23]. The model was also 

implemented in DEM and used to simulate the rock milling process [24–26].  

In this study, the Vogel and Peukert’s damage model was modified and used to predict the 

damage probability of grain caused by impact loading. The model was implemented in DEM and 
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applied to simulate the Stein breakage tester. The simulation results were compared with the 

experimental results. 

 Materials and Methods 

6.2.1 Contact Force Model  

The Hertz-Mindlin no-slip model [27] was used as the contact force model, which was 

described in detail in section 4.2.1. The software used to conduct the DEM simulation in this study 

is EDEM 2019 (DEM Solutions Ltd., Edinburgh, UK). A damage model was implemented with 

the EDEM Application Programming Interface (API) to calculate and record custom particle 

properties, i.e. relative normal contact velocity and cumulative mass specific impact energy, and 

determine particle damage based on a damage probability function. The development and 

implementation of the damage model will be discussed in detail in the next section. 

6.2.2 Damage Model Development and Implementation 

The damage model developed by Vogel and Peukert [19] was adapted to predict the impact 

damage of grain kernels and implemented in the DEM simulation. The workflow of the model is 

shown in Fig. 6.1. Every time two elements are in contact the model is activated. The mass-specific 

impact energy, 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝, is calculated based on the magnitude of the normal relative contact velocity, 

|𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐,𝑚𝑚|,  

 |𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐,𝑚𝑚| = 𝒗𝒗𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 ∙ 𝒎𝒎� (6.1) 

 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 =
1
2

|𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐,𝑚𝑚|2 (6.2) 

where 𝒗𝒗𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 is the relative velocity, 𝒎𝒎�  is the unit vector normal to the contact plane. It is worth 

noticing that the impact energy of a contact event is calculated from the normal relative velocity 

not the total relative velocity. The reason of using normal relative velocity is that the focus of the 

current study is body breakage induced by high speed impact. It is common practice to consider 

that body breakage is controlled by normal energy dissipation while the abrasion is controlled by 

the tangential energy dissipation [25]. In addition, the impact energy is calculated for the 

corresponding contact event and needs to be further distributed between the two contact elements. 

The distribution of the impact energy depends on the type of the two contact elements. If two 

particles are in contact, half of the total impact energy will be assigned to each particle; while if a 
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particle is in contact with structural material, all the impact energy will be assigned to the particle. 

This is based on the assumption that the stiffness of the particle is much less than the structural 

material. 

 

 

Fig. 6.1  The workflow of the impact damage model 
 

The multiple impact damage model was elaborated in section 5.3.2. The cumulative 

effective impact energy , 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚, recorded for each particle can be used to estimate the damage 

fraction, DF. The relationship between the damage fraction and the cumulative effective impact 

energy was found to follow a Weibull distribution [19], 

 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹 = 1 − exp�−𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡.𝑥𝑥�𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 − 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚��
𝛼𝛼

 (6.3) 

where 𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡.  and 𝛼𝛼  are material parameters. Details regarding the characterization test used to 

acquire the parameters 𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡., 𝛼𝛼, and 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 were provided in section 5.3.2.  The test utilized a 

Wisconsin Breakage Tester (WBT) that could be adjusted to various rotational speeds, to apply 

impact loading to corn and wheat kernels.  

For each contact event, a damage energy limit is randomly generated according to the 

damage probability function. For instance, if the damage probability function indicates that the 

damage probability for a particle with a cumulative effective impact energy of 100 J/kg is 30%, 
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then there will be 30% chance that the damage energy limit is 100 J/kg. At the end of each contact 

event, the cumulative effective impact energy of the particle is compared with the corresponding 

damage energy limit. If the cumulative effective impact energy is smaller than the damage energy 

limit, no action will be taken. However, if the cumulative effective impact energy is larger than 

the limit, the particle will be marked as damaged and the information of the particle (particle ID, 

damage time, damage location, cumulative impact energy) will be output into an Excel file. 

6.2.3 Validation Experiment 

A modified Stein breakage tester (SBT) was used as the system to validate the damage 

model. A photo of the test stand is displayed in Fig. 6.2. The original usage of the device was to 

test the breakage susceptibility of the shelled corn kernel samples [28]. In the current study, the 

device was used to create impact damage to grain kernels. The reason to use the modified SBT 

instead of the traditional SBT is that radius of the blade of the modified SBT is longer than the 

blade of the traditional SBT. The longer blade has a higher tip speed and therefore it is able to 

generate more damage in a short time period. 

The corn and wheat sample used in the tests were acquired from a local farm (Wright Agri 

Group, Covington, IN). The moisture contents of the grain samples were measured using the 72 

hour whole kernel oven dring method [29]. The moisture contents were 14.7% and 13.9% wet 

basis for corn and wheat respectively. To generate uniform subsample sets, Boerner divider was 

used to split the sample into a certain sample size. Before feeding the grain kernel into the SBT, 

the sample was manually checked kernel by kernel. Only the whole kernels were saved for the test, 

i.e. cracked, broken, chipped, and kernels with pericarp damage were removed [30]. After the 

kernels were fed into the confined cup through the inlet, the switch of the device was turned on 

and the sample was processed for a predetermined time duration. During the test, the impacting 

blade was spun at a speed of 1788 rpm as measured by the tachometer. The processed sample was 

first sieved with a sieve (different sieves for corn and for wheat) to separate the fine material from 

the kernels. The kernels retained on the sieve were inspected individually and all the whole kernels 

were picked out. The remaining damaged kernels were combined with the fine material. The 

masses of the whole kernels and the damaged kernels were measured with an electronic balance. 

The damage fraction can be calculated as the ratio of the mass of the damaged kernels to the total 

sample mass. 
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                             (a)                                                          (b) 

Figure 6.2  Stein breakage tester. (a): Front view; (b): Impacting blade inside the confined cup 
 

For this impact test, two parameters, i.e. sample size and time duration of the test, can be 

varied to create different test conditions. The sample sizes used for corn were 50-gram, 100-gram, 

and 150-gram. Only one sample size was used for wheat, 25-gram. The 100-gram corn and 25-

gram wheat samples were impacted by the device for 15, 30, 45, and 60 seconds. For all the other 

sample sizes, only the samples impacted for 30 and 60 seconds were collected due to time 

limitations. For each test condition, the damage fractions of three replicates were determined. 

Table 6.1 provides a summary of the test conditions. 
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Table 6.1  Test conditions of the validation experiment 
Test material Sample size (gram) Time duration (sec) 

Corn 

50 
30 
60 

100 

15 
30 
45 
60 

150 
30 
60 

Wheat 25 

15 
30 
45 
60 

6.2.4 Simulation Setup and Input Parameters 

The grain kernel impact test conducted by the SBT was simulated using EDEM. The major 

parts of the SBT, including the inlet, the shaft, the blade, and the cup, were scanned with a 3D 

scanner (Creaform HandySCAN 700). The CAD models of the parts were reconstructed using 

Geomagic Design X (3D Systems, Rock Hill, SC) and imported into EDEM. Fig. 6.3 shows the 

geometric configuration used in the simulation.  

 

 

Figure 6.3  Geometric configuration of the SBT simulation 
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Most of the values of the input parameters used in the simulation, i.e. material properties, 

interaction properties, and the damage probability function, were either directly measured from 

the experiment or acquired from literature. A summary of the input parameters and corresponding 

sources of the values can be found in section 4.3.2. For particle shape, attempts were made to 

model the grain kernel as a glued-sphere particle. However, there were challenges when 

implementing the damage model. For this study, all the simulations used single spheres to model 

the grain kernels. The material used to construct the SBT is assumed to be steel. The material 

properties for the steel acquired from the Engineering Toolbox 

(https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/) were 0.29 for Poisson's ratio, 7870 kg/m3 for density and 

205 GPa for Young’s modulus.  

 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Single Impact Simulation 

A simple single impact simulation was used to verify that the model was able to generate 

reasonable values of the damage fraction based on the particle impact velocity and damage 

probability function that was used. In the simulation, a large number of particles were impacted 

normally on a flat surface at a fixed velocity of 15.6 m/s, as shown in Fig. 6.4. Each particle was 

only impacted once, and particle-particle contact was avoided. Using the damage probability 

function, the theoretical damage fraction for the test was found to be 0.53. Three simulations were 

conducted with a different number of particles being impacted, i.e. 100, 1000, and 10000 particles. 

The result is shown in Fig. 6.5 which indicates that, for all three tests, the damage fractions 

predicted by the simulations were close to the theoretical value. In addition, the difference between 

the simulation value and theoretical value decreased when the number of particles increased.  
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Fig. 6.4  Single impact simulation setup 
 

 

Fig. 6.5  Number of particles being impacted versus damage fraction 
 

6.3.2 Multiple Impact Simulation 

To verify that the cumulative effective impact energy was recorded correctly by the damage 

model, a single particle multiple impact simulation was created. In the simulation, the gravity was 

set to zero to facilitate interpretation of the velocity and impact energy data. A particle was shot 
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downward in the box with the specified speed causing it to impact the bottom surface. The 

simulation configuration is shown in Fig. 6.6. The particle rebounds between the upper surface 

and bottom surface until the velocity decreases to zero. The normal impact velocity and the 

cumulative effective impact energy  were recorded for each contact event and are plotted against 

time in Fig. 6.7. The result shows that: 1. the cumulative effective impact energy only increases 

when the energy increment of a given contact is larger than the threshold energy; 2. The cumulative 

effective impact energy only increases once for a given contact. These observations regarding the 

damage model demonstrate that it is able to predict the cumulative effective impact energy 

correctly. 

 

Fig. 6.6  Multiple impact test simulation configuration 
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Fig. 6.7  Normal velocity and specific impact energy plot against time for multiple impact test 
simulation 

6.3.3 Stein Breakage Tester 

6.3.3.1 The Effect of Threshold Energy, 𝑬𝑬𝒎𝒎,𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 

SBT simulations were first conducted using the Weibull distribution parameters acquired 

from the characterization test (WBT). However, it was found that the simulation results deviated 

greatly from the results of the experiment. It was suspected that the damage probability function 

acquired from WBT test was not applicable to the SBT test, due to the difference in the damage 

mechanism of the two devices. Efforts were made to find a set of Weibull distribution parameters 

that would allow the simulation model to generate results that agree well with the results of the 

experiment. Different groups of Weibull distribution parameters were used as the input of the 

simulations. For each groups of parameters, the threshold energy was arbitrarily chosen; while the 

𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡. and 𝛼𝛼 were acquired by refitting the WBT data with the assigned threshold energy. This is 

based on the assumption that the 𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡. and 𝛼𝛼 were measured correctly by the characterization test, 

while the threshold energy in the characterization test differed from the threshold energy in 

validation test.  

Fig. 6.8 shows the change of the damage fraction over time when different groups of 

Weibull distribution parameters were used. The simulation results were plotted as lines, 
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experiment measurements were plotted as dots, and the error bars show the 95% confidence 

intervals of the experimental measurements. In general, the damage fraction decreases with an 

increase in the threshold energy. This is because more low energy impact events will be considered 

as having no contribution to particle damage if the threshold energy increases. For corn, when the 

threshold energy was set to be 50 kg/J, the simulation results matched the experimental results 

well at all time levels. The simulation curve was within the 95% confidence intervals of the 

experimental measurements. However, for wheat, no threshold energy was found that made the 

simulation results agree well with experimental results at all timesteps. The mismatch of the results 

may indicate that the SBT system for wheat has different 𝑓𝑓𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡.  and 𝛼𝛼  values from the ones 

acquired from WBT test data.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 6.8  Damage fraction versus time with different threshold energy levels. (a) 100-gram corn 
sample; (b) 25-gram wheat sample 
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6.3.3.2 The effect of sample size  

As shown in the previous section, the model using 50 kg/J as the threshold energy gave a 

prediction that agreed well with the experimental result, when 100-gram corn sample was impacted 

in SBT. It would be interesting to see if the model could still give a good prediction of the damage 

fraction when different sizes of the sample are tested. Experimental measurements of the 50-gram 

and 100-gram corn samples are plotted in Fig. 6.9 with the corresponding simulation results. The 

damage model was able to give a prediction that agreed with the experimental data for both 50-

gram and 150-gram sample sizes. Though the model overpredicts the damage fraction at 30 

seconds for the 150-gram sample, the difference between the experimental mean value and the 

simulation value is only 0.02. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 6.9  Damage fraction versus time with different sample size. (a) 50-gram corn sample; (b) 
150-gram corn sample 
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6.3.3.3 Effect of coefficient of restitution (COR) 

In dilute phase flow, the COR usually has a major influence on particle flow behavior. The 

effect of COR on the damage fraction was investigated via sensitivity analysis. Two sets of corn 

kernel simulations were run with a fixed particle-particle COR and a fixed particle-geometry COR,  

respectively. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6.10.  

In one set of simulations, the particle-geometry COR was fixed at 0.6, and different 

particle-particle COR values, i.e. 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, was used. The results show that the damage 

fraction after one-minute of impact increases from 12 % to 22% as the particle-particle COR 

increases from 0.2 to 0.8. This change in damage fraction aligns with expectations. With a higher 

particle-particle COR, the particle velocity after the collision will be higher. Thus, more grain will 

be damaged by the higher impact energy.  

In the other set of simulations, the particle-particle COR was fixed at 0.2, and the particle-

geometry COR was varied as 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8. It was found that the damage fraction 

after one-minute of impact decreases from 0 to 1 as the particle-geometry COR increases from 0.2 

to 0.8. The damage fraction changed drastically with changes in particle-geometry COR, meaning 

that the damage fraction is very sensitive to particle-geometry COR. The exact reason for this 

phenomenon is not yet clear. One possible explanation is that for a high particle-geometry COR, 

the majority of the grain stays at the top of the SBT chamber and. Thus, there are fewer particle-

blade impact events. On the other hand, for a low particle-geometry COR, the majority of the grain 

stays in the lower part of the chamber and there are a large number of particle-blade impact events. 

The particle-blade impact is considered as the major source of damage since the highest velocity 

impacts in the system occurs at the blade tip. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 6.10  Damage fraction versus time with different COR. (a) particle-geometry COR was 
fixed, and particle-particle COR was varied; (b) particle-particle COR was fixed, and particle-

geometry COR was varied 
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6.3.3.4 Damage locations 

DEM simulation is able to provide insight into a test system that is hard to be acquired 

from the experiment. There is no straight forward way to learn the damage location of the particles 

from the experiment. However, DEM simulation records the motion and loading condition of every 

individual particle at each time step, which makes it possible to output the damage locations. 

Locations of damaged particles for 100-gram corn sample after 60 seconds impact (represented as 

red dots) were displayed in Fig. 6.11. The side view (Fig. 6.11(a)) indicates that most of the 

particles were damaged at the height of the blade, while the top view (Fig. 6.11(b)) indicates that 

the majority of the particles were damaged at the tip of the blade. The results align with the 

expectation, as the highest velocity in the system is found at the blade tip. 

 

              
                               (a)                                                                        (b) 

Fig. 6.11  Locations of damaged particles for 100-gram corn sample after 60 seconds impact 
(modeled with threshold energy of 50 J/kg). (a) side view; (b) top view. 

 

6.3.4 Model Limitations  

6.3.4.1 Challenge of Using Glued-sphere Clump Model 

Challenges were encountered when implementing the glued-sphere clump model for 

prediction damage. If multiple spheres in a single particle are in contact with another element, the 

impact energy calculation will be performed multiple times. However, the process should be 

considered as only one contact, and the calculation should only be performed once. Another pitfall 

of using the glued-sphere clump model was discussed by Kodam et al. [31]. When multiple 
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component spheres of a glued-sphere clump particle are in contact, using an unchanged stiffness 

will result in a stiffer contact. Besides, using an unchanged damping coefficient will result in 

excessive damping. By comparing experimental results with the simulation, it was found that the 

dynamic bulk behavior of a few particles was not significantly affected by allowing multiple 

contacts. However, it had a significant effect on predicting the damage when a force threshold was 

used as the damage criteria [32]. 

6.3.4.2 Potential Reasons for Differences Between Experimental and Simulation Results 

The inaccuracy of the simulation may come from three sources, i.e. input, model and output: 

• Input 

The material properties, interaction properties, or damage probability functions may not be 

measured or assumed properly. 

• Model 

o The model may not accurately reflect the damage mechanism. Some important factors 

may not be included in the model.  

o The model does not account for the effect of orientation. At the same loading, the 

damage probability may not be the same when the load is applied in different 

orientations.  

o The model does not account for the effect of loading location. For multiple loading 

events, loading at the same position multiple times will have a different effect from 

loading at multiple positions for multiple times.  

o The model does not account for the effect of the contact surface area. The model would 

consider contact with a flat surface and contact on a sharp edge or point as the same. 

However, when a kernel impacts a sharp edge there is a greater possibility of damage 

than when the same kernel impacts a flat surface. For WBT, the kernels were impacted 

on a flat surface. While for SBT, many of kernels were impacted by the sharp edge. 

With the same impact velocity, impacting on a sharp edge may have a higher damage 

probability than impacting on a flat surface, since higher stresses may be generated 

when impacting on the sharp edge.  

o The model does not account for the effect of shape. Challenges were encountered when 

implementing the glued-spheres model as described in the section above. 
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• Output  

The approach used to quantify the damage directly affects the resulting damage fraction. 

For the sample tested in the WBT, the majority of the kernels were damaged severely, i.e. with 

open cracks, severe pericarp damage, or the kernels were crushed, and/or chipped. However, for 

the samples tested in the SBT, the majority of the kernels only had some minor damage, i.e. with 

hairline cracks and/or spots of pericarp missing. Some of the damage was difficult to identify. 

Thus, the damage fraction that occurred in the SBT tests may have been underestimated. 

 Summary 

A modified Vogel and Peukert model was developed to predict the damage level and the 

damage location of grain kernels being process in handling devices. Grain impact damage 

experiments were conducted using the SBT. The same system was simulated by DEM 

implemented with the model. The effects of threshold energy, sample size, and coefficient of 

restitution on damage fraction were studied. However, it was found that the DEM simulation was 

not able to give a good prediction of the damage level when using the input parameters 

characterized by the WBT. The parameters were then recalibrated using the SBT. The new model 

did give a good prediction of the damage fraction for corn at different sample size levels and time 

levels when the newly calibrated parameter values were used. Comparing to the predictions of the 

corn kernel damage level, the simulation gave less accurate predictions of the damage level for 

wheat kernel. The wheat kernel simulation was able to accurately predict the experimental results 

only for impact duration of 45 and 60 seconds. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 Conclusions 

This study aimed to develop a validated model for predicting grain kernel damage using 

DEM. To address this objective, a comprehensive literature review of grain kernel damage was 

conducted. The topics investigated included the types of damage, sources of damage, factors 

affecting damage, damage prediction models, and testing procedures. Grain mechanical damage 

can be classified into two types: external such as a removal of a chip from the kernel or a visible 

break in the kernel and internal such as a stress crack that develops inside the kernel and is only 

visible with illumination (corn kernels) or examination with X-rays (wheat kernels). The main 

damage mechanisms include impact, which causes external and internal cracks or even 

fragmentation of the kernel; attrition, which generates fine material; jamming, which deforms and 

breaks kernels due to high compressive forces; and fatigue, which produces broken kernels and 

fine material via repeatedly applied loads. Harvesting is the major cause of cracks and breakage 

while conveying after drying produces fine material. Grain kernel damage accumulates as the grain 

moves through the sequence of events in harvesting and handling. The damage level is affected by 

both the physical and mechanical properties of the grain and the loading conditions.  

In this study, various types of testing devices were used to study the damage level under 

different loading conditions. Though many empirical models have been developed, only a few 

studies have attempted to develop mechanics-based models to predict grain kernel damage. The 

damage mechanisms of inorganic granular material has been extensively studied. Various 

mechanics-based damage prediction models have been proposed and successfully implemented in 

DEM. This study was the beginning of an effort to develop a DEM model that predicts grain 

damage by adapting these mechanics-based models. 

The first step in predicting grain kernel damage with DEM is determining the material and 

interaction properties of corn and wheat kernels. Three different approaches were used. The X-ray 

micro-CT scanner, electronic balance, and reciprocating-pin tribometer were used to measure the 

particle shape, mass, particle-wall COF, and inter-particle COF, respectively, at the single particle 

level. The particle-wall CORs were calibrated using kernel drop tests. The values of other 

properties, including Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and inter-particle CORs, were acquired 
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from the literature. The estimated parameters were used to simulate two bulk material tests: the 

bulk density test and the angle of repose test. The percent errors between experimental and 

simulated results were less than 10% for both corn and wheat. This indicates that the parameter 

values were properly estimated, and that the tests used in the study are appropriate for 

characterizing grain kernels for the purpose of DEM modeling. 

The probability that grain kernels would be damaged as a result of loading by compression, 

impact, or abrasion was studied by measuring loading force or input energy that produced the 

damage. The resistance to damage by compression was determined using a universal testing 

machine. The average values of the fracture force are 309.4 ± 107.1 N and 83.4 ± 23.8 N for corn 

and wheat kernels, respectively. The average values of the fracture energy are 48.7 ± 27.1 mJ and 

28.7 ± 13.5 mJ for corn and wheat kernels, respectively. A pin-on-disk tribometer was used to 

measure resistance to wear. The average work to cause wear damage on the kernels is 3.85 ± 1.50 

J for wheat sliding against acrylic disk. The Wisconsin breakage tester was used to study resistance 

to repeated impact. A lognormal distribution was used to model compression damage and a 

Weibull distribution was used to model impact damage. The models provided a good prediction 

of the damage probability. 

The statistical models were implemented in DEM to predict the damage level and location 

during grain handling process. Experiments and DEM simulations were conducted for the Stein 

breakage tester system to validate the impact damage model. The error between the experimental 

and simulation results was large, when using the damage resistance parameters characterized by 

the Wisconsin breakage tester. The damage resistance parameter, threshold energy, was 

recalibrated by matching the experimental and simulation results of running Stein breakage tester 

for 60 second with 100-gram of corn sample or 25-gram of wheat sample. The model could give 

a more accurate prediction of the damage level when using the newly calibrated parameters. For 

corn kernel, predictions of the simulation fell within the 95% confidence levels for the three 

replicates of the experiment both at different time levels and at different sample size levels. For 

wheat kernel, the simulation gave less accurate predictions comparing to the predictions of the 

corn kernel damage level. Predictions of the simulation fell within the 95% confidence levels for 

the three replicates of the experiment only for impact duration of 45 and 60 seconds. 
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 Future Work 

Many additional studies can be conducted to further enhance the performance of the model. 

Accurately measuring the model input parameters is critical to DEM simulations. First of all, it 

would be worth studying which parameters have a significant effect on the simulation output, how 

they affect the output, and why they affect the output by conducting a comprehensive sensitivity 

analysis. More effort should then be made to design and conduct tests to accurately measure or to 

determine them using calibration. As the grain kernel is a viscoelastic material, some of its 

mechanical properties, such as Young’s modulus and COR, may change with the loading rate. 

Thus, it is important to measure the properties at the conditions that the gain experiences during 

the production process. It may also be necessary to study how the properties change with a change 

of loading rate.  

In this thesis work, the Young’s modulus values used in the simulation were acquired from 

the literature. More accurate values may be measured at the single particle level or determined by 

calibration at the bulk material level. The Young’s modulus of the kernel can be directly measured 

using an indentation test [1]. However, one study found that the Young’s moduli at different 

locations on a corn kernel were different [2]. Therefore, using Young’s modulus measured at a 

single location in the simulation may not result in an accurate bulk material behavior. Another 

possibility would be to calibrate Young’s moduli using a bulk compression test. For the test, a 

certain weight of kernels is placed in a topless container. The kernels are then compressed by a flat 

plate placed on top of the kernels. The plate displacement and the normal load applied to the plate 

are recorded. The same system can be simulated in DEM and Young’s modulus can be varied to 

match the force-displacement behavior acquired from the experiment.  

The kernel drop test system used in this study to measure the particle-wall COR is not 

suitable for measuring the inter-particle COR. A test system that can measure the inter-particle 

COR may be designed and constructed. The double pendulum method may be adopted to measure 

the inter-particle COR at the single particle level [3]. The vibrating table test could be used to 

calibrate the inter-particle COR at the bulk material level [4]. 

As discussed in section 6.3.4, a problem was encountered when implementing the impact 

damage model in conjunction with a glued-sphere clump model. The shape of the kernel was 

represented with the single-sphere model in the current study. More efforts could be made to make 

the damage model compatible with the glued-sphere or polyhedron shape representation.  
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As discussed in section 6.3.3, a large error between the experimental and simulation results 

was observed, when using the damage resistance parameters characterized by the Wisconsin 

breakage tester (WBT). One possible reason for this large error may be that in the WBT, the kernels 

impacted on the surface at either tip or crown orientation; while in the SBT, the kernels impacted 

the blade at random orientation. To overcome this challenge, another characterization test which 

has a damage mechanism similar to the mechanism of the SBT could be developed. Replacing the 

impellor in the Wisconsin breakage tester with two impacting blades and make the kernel impact 

on these blades may be a possible way of solving the orientation problem. In this way, the kernels 

would impact normally to the surface at random orientations. 

In this thesis work, though models of three different damage mechanisms were 

implemented in DEM, only the impact damage model was validated. Future work includes the 

validation of compression and wear damage models. One key aspect of validation is to design test 

systems in which only one type of damage mechanism is dominant in each system. The test system 

should also be simple, so that the computational time required for a parameter study is reasonable. 

For the compression damage model, a bulk compression test may be used for validation. A 

different validation tests distinct from the bulk compression test used to calibrate Young’s modulus 

is needed for independent verification. In the validation test, a higher normal load should be 

applied to the kernels until compression damage occurs. The friction damage model may be 

validated with a test system similar to the tangential abrasive dehulling device described in section 

5.1 [5].  
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APPENDIX 

MATLAB codes 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Analysis angle of repose images 1 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function [x, y] = outline(filename, type) 
    % Read the image and separate the data into 3 channels. 
    I = imread(filename); 
    R = I(:,:,1); 
    G = I(:,:,2); 
    B = I(:,:,3); 
    dim = size(I); 
    mask = zeros(dim(1),dim(2)); 
  
    % Using color threshold to do a first segmentation 
    for i = 1:dim(1) 
        for j = 1:dim(2) 
            if strcmp(type,'corn') 
                if R(i,j)>1.8*B(i,j) 
                    mask(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
            elseif strcmp(type,'wheat') 
                if R(i,j)>1.6*B(i,j) 
                    mask(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
            elseif strcmp(type,'simulation') 
                if B(i,j)<200 
                    mask(i,j) = 1; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    % Morphological operation to enhance the image mask 
    se_1 = strel('disk',2); 
    mask = bwmorph(mask,'open'); % Performs morphological opening (erosion followed by dilation), 
remove noise 
    mask = imclose(mask,se_1); % Performs morphological closing (dilation followed by erosion), 
closing small holes 
    mask = imfill(mask,'holes'); % Fill image regions and holes 
    mask = bwareaopen(mask,1000); % Remove small objects from binary image 
    % mask = bwpropfilt(mask,'area',[700 800]); % Extract objects from binary image using 
properties 
    bw = logical(mask); 
%     Hblob = vision.BlobAnalysis; 
%     [areas,centroids,bbox] = Hblob(bw); 
    figure 
    imshowpair(I,bw,'montage') 
  
    % Find outline 
    x = zeros(1, dim(2)); 
    y = zeros(1, dim(2)); 
    scale_ratio = 150/dim(2); 
    for j = 1:dim(2) 
        x(j) = j*scale_ratio; 
        for i = 1:dim(1)-1 
            if (mask(i,j) == 0) && ((mask(i+1,j) == 1)) 
                y(j) = (dim(1)-i)*scale_ratio; 
                break 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Analysis angle of repose images 2 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear;clc;close all; 
%% Acquire outlines for corns 
x = cell(1, 6); 
y = cell(1, 6); 
[x{1,1}, y{1,1}] = outline('outline_exp_corn7.png', 'corn'); 
[x{1,2}, y{1,2}] = outline('outline_exp_corn8.png', 'corn'); 
[x{1,3}, y{1,3}] = outline('outline_exp_corn9.png', 'corn'); 
[x{1,4}, y{1,4}] = outline('outline_sim_corn1.png', 'simulation'); 
[x{1,5}, y{1,5}] = outline('outline_sim_corn2.png', 'simulation'); 
[x{1,6}, y{1,6}] = outline('outline_sim_corn3.png', 'simulation'); 
  
figure 
set(gcf,'units','centimeters ') 
x_dim=10; 
y_dim=10; 
width=30; 
height=8; 
set(gcf,'position',[x_dim,y_dim,width,height]) 
  
plot(x{1,1}, y{1,1},'r') 
hold on 
plot(x{1,2}, y{1,2},'r') 
plot(x{1,3}, y{1,3},'r') 
plot(x{1,4}, y{1,4},'b') 
plot(x{1,5}, y{1,5},'b') 
plot(x{1,6}, y{1,6},'b') 
xlabel('x (mm)') 
ylabel('H (mm)') 
legend('Experiment1','Experiment2','Experiment3','Simulation1','Simulation2','Simulation3') 
%% Compare two outlines 
x=unique([x1 x2]); 
Y1=interp1(x1,y1,x); 
Y2=interp1(x2,y2,x); 
diff=Y2-Y1; 
root_ssq = rssq(diff(~isnan(diff))); 
figure 
set(gcf,'units','centimeters ') 
x0=10; 
y0=10; 
width=30; 
height=8; 
set(gcf,'position',[x0,y0,width,height]) 
plot(x1,y1) 
plot(x, diff) 
xlabel('x (mm)') 
ylabel('delta H (mm)') 
%% Compare two images 
exp = imread('outline_exp_corn.png'); 
sim = imread('outline_sim_corn.png'); 
figure 
imshowpair(exp,sim,'montage') 
%% Pile height to radius ratio 
ratio = zeros(1,6); 
for i=1:length(x) 
    yi = y{1,i}; 
    mid = round(length(yi)/2); 
    ratio(i) = yi(mid)/75;     
end 
ratio_exp = mean(ratio(1:3));  
ratio_sim = mean(ratio(4:6)); 
ratio_exp_std = std(ratio(1:3));  
ratio_sim_std = std(ratio(4:6)); 
error = (ratio_sim-ratio_exp)/ratio_exp*100; 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Analysis high speed camera images of Wisconsin breakage tester 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function velocity = TwoFramesVelCal(Frame1, Frame2, foldername) 
    %% Input parameters 
    folderpath = 'Z:\GraduateSchool\Research Project\Experiment\Wisconsin Breakage 
Tester\Velocity Calculation\Manual\High speed video\Frames\'; 
    figure1_path = ['Frame' num2str(Frame1) '.jpg']; 
    figure2_path = ['Frame' num2str(Frame2) '.jpg']; 
    figure1 = imread([folderpath foldername '\' figure1_path]); 
    figure2 = imread([folderpath foldername '\' figure2_path]); 
    framerate = 1/2000; 
  
    %% Spatial Calibration 
    [centers, radii, ~] = imfindcircles(figure1,[30 60],'EdgeThreshold',0); 
    [radius, index] = max(radii); 
    center = centers(index,:); 
    real_radius = 24.05/2; 
    % mm/pixel 
    scalerate = real_radius/radius; 
  
    %% Overlay frames 
    I = imfuse(figure1, figure2, 'falsecolor'); 
  
    %% Separate the data into 3 channels. 
    R = I(:,:,1); 
    G = I(:,:,2); 
    B = I(:,:,3); 
    dim = size(I); 
    G_mask = zeros(dim(1),dim(2)); 
    R_mask = zeros(dim(1),dim(2)); 
  
    %% Using color threshold to do a first segmentation 
    for i = 1:dim(1) 
        for j = 1:dim(2) 
            if R(i,j)>2*G(i,j) %??? how to find this threshold 
                R_mask(i,j) = 1; 
            elseif G(i,j)>2*R(i,j) 
                G_mask(i,j) = 1; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
  
    %% Morphological operation to enhance the image mask 
    se_1 = strel('disk',2); 
    R_mask = bwmorph(R_mask,'open'); % Performs morphological opening (erosion followed by 
dilation), remove noise 
    R_mask = imclose(R_mask,se_1); % Performs morphological closing (dilation followed by 
erosion), closing small holes 
    R_mask = imfill(R_mask,'holes'); % Fill image regions and holes 
    R_mask = bwareaopen(R_mask,50); % Remove small objects from binary image 
    R_mask_props  = regionprops(R_mask); 
    R_mask = bwpropfilt(R_mask,'area',[600 800]); % Extract objects from binary image using 
properties 
  
    G_mask = bwmorph(G_mask,'open'); 
    G_mask = imclose(G_mask,se_1); 
    G_mask = imfill(G_mask,'holes'); 
    G_mask = bwareaopen(G_mask,50); 
    G_mask_props  = regionprops(G_mask); 
    G_mask = bwpropfilt(G_mask,'area',[600 800]); 
  
    %% Generate the final mask and calculate the result. 
    mask = R_mask + G_mask; 
    bw = logical(mask); 
    Hblob = vision.BlobAnalysis; 
    [areas,centroids,~] = Hblob(bw); 
  
    % se_2 = strel('line',20,20); 
    % mask = imerode(mask,se_2); 
    % regions = regionprops(mask,'centroid'); 
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    % centroids = cat(1, regions.Centroid); 
  
    distance = pdist(centroids,'euclidean')*scalerate; 
    velocity = distance/framerate/1000; 
  
    %% Show the results 
    % Plot the spetial calibration 
    figure(1) 
    imshow(figure1) 
    viscircles(centers, radii,'EdgeColor','b'); 
    title('Spatial Calibration') 
    hold on 
    plot(center(1),center(2), 'b*') 
    text(center(1),center(2), ['num2str(scalerate) ' mm/pixel'], 'Color','red','FontSize',10) 
    hold off 
     
    % Show overlaid image 
    figure(2) 
    imshow(I) 
    title('Overlaid Image') 
     
    % Show kernels centroids 
    figure(3) 
    imshow(bw) 
    hold on 
    plot(centroids(:,1),centroids(:,2), 'b*') 
    hold off 
     
    % Show velocity 
    % fprintf('Impact velocity is %d m/sec\n', velocity) 
End 
 
%% Calculate velocities for multiple frames 
function velocities = MultFramesVelCal(FrameF, FrameL, foldername) 
    velocities = zeros(1,FrameL-FrameF); 
    for n = FrameF:(FrameL-1) 
        velocities(n-FrameF+1) = TwoFramesVelCal(n, n+1, foldername); 
    end 
end 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Analysis inter-particle coefficient of friction test data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear;clc;close all; 
% load data 
load('data_wheat.mat', 'data') 
dynamic_COF = []; 
for j = 1:length(wheat_wheat) 
    i = wheat_wheat(j); 
    i=90; 
    elm = data{i}; 
    range = [1800, 12400]; 
    T = elm(range(1):range(2), 1); 
    Fx = elm(range(1):range(2), 2); 
    Fz = elm(range(1):range(2), 3); 
    x = elm(range(1):range(2), 4); 
    z = elm(range(1):range(2), 5); 
    dz = elm(range(1):range(2), 5) - max(z); 
    COF = elm(range(1):range(2), 9); 
 
    average_COF = mean(COF); 
  
    angles = []; 
    diff = 200; 
    t = T((1+diff/2): (length(COF)-diff/2)); 
     
    for n = (1+diff/2): (length(COF)-diff/2) 
        z_distance = abs(dz(n-diff/2)- dz(n+diff/2)); 
        x_distance = abs(x(n-diff/2) - x(n+diff/2)); 
        angle = pi/2-atan(z_distance/x_distance); 
        angles = [angles, angle]; 
    end 
    angles_degree = angles * 57.2958; 
    figure; 
    plot(t,angles_degree) 
    title('T vs Contact angle') 
    xlabel('T (sec)') 
    ylabel('Contact angle (deg)') 
 
    actual_COF = []; 
    angle_change = []; 
    diff2 = 50; 
    tt = T((1+diff/2+diff2/2): (length(COF)-diff/2-diff2/2)); 
    for n = (1+diff/2+diff2/2): (length(COF)-diff/2-diff2/2) 
        angle = angles(n-diff/2); 
        if angle*57.2958 >= 85 || angle*57.2958 <= 80 
            angle = nan; 
        end 
        angle_change =[angle_change, angles(n-diff2/2-diff/2)-angles(n-diff/2+diff2/2)]; 
        if abs(angles(n-diff2/2-diff/2)-angles(n-diff/2+diff2/2))>0.01 
            angle = nan; 
        end 
  
        if COF(n) <= average_COF 
            temp = abs( (abs(Fx(n))*sin(angle)+Fz(n)*cos(angle)) / (Fz(n)*sin(angle)-
abs(Fx(n))*cos(angle)) ); 
        else 
            temp = abs( (abs(Fx(n))*sin(angle)-Fz(n)*cos(angle)) / 
(abs(Fx(n))*cos(angle)+Fz(n)*sin(angle)) ); 
        end 
         
        if temp>max(COF) 
            temp = nan; 
        end 
  
        actual_COF = [actual_COF, temp]; 
    end 
  
    dynamic_COF = [dynamic_COF,nanmean(actual_COF)]; 
  
    figure 
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    plot(tt,actual_COF) 
    hold on 
    plot(T,COF) 
    legend('Processed data','Original data') 
    xlabel('T (sec)') 
    ylabel('COF') 
end 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Analysis particle-wall coefficient of friction test data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear;clc;close all; 
%% Calculate static and dynamic COF 
load('data_wheat.mat', 'data') 
for i=93 
    elm = data{i}; 
    range = [1, 12400]; 
    T = elm(range(1):range(2), 1); 
    Fx = elm(range(1):range(2), 2); 
    Fz = elm(range(1):range(2), 3); 
    x = elm(range(1):range(2), 4); 
    z = elm(range(1):range(2), 5); 
    dz = elm(range(1):range(2), 5) - max(elm(range(1):range(2), 5)); 
    COF = elm(range(1):range(2), 9); 
    time_step = 0.005; 
    h = figure(i); 
    set(h,'visible','on'); 
    xlabel('T (sec)') 
    ylabel('COF') 
    ylim([0 0.15]) 
    box on 
    % Find valley by invert the data 
    invertedCOF = max(COF) - COF; 
    % Find the peak values and the peak indexes 
    [peakValues, indexes] = findpeaks(invertedCOF, T, 'MinPeakDistance',5); 
    peakValues = max(COF) - peakValues; 
    peakNum = numel(indexes); 
     
    % Find the sliding interval, discard the first and the last periods 
    sliding_interval = zeros(peakNum-2, 2); 
    discard_region = 200; 
    for idx = 2:peakNum-1 
        sliding_interval(idx-1,1) = int16(indexes(idx)/time_step + discard_region); 
        sliding_interval(idx-1,2) = int16(indexes(idx+1)/time_step - discard_region); 
        hold on 
        ax = gca; 
        ax.ColorOrderIndex = 1; 
        plot(T(sliding_interval(idx-1,1):sliding_interval(idx-1,2)), COF(sliding_interval(idx-
1,1):sliding_interval(idx-1,2))) 
    end 
     
    % Calculate the dynamic COF 
    mean_sliding_interval = zeros(peakNum-2,1); 
    for idx = 1:peakNum-2 
        mean_sliding_interval(idx) = mean(COF(sliding_interval(idx,1):sliding_interval(idx,2))); 
    end 
    dynamic_COF = mean(mean_sliding_interval); 
     
    % Calculate the static COF for acrylic, discard the first and last periods 
    % Get the static COF by finding the MAX 
    static_COF_list_acrylic = zeros(peakNum-2,2); 
    region_width = 150; 
    for idx = 2:peakNum-1 
        index = int16(indexes(idx)/time_step); 
        [M, I] = max(COF(index:(index+region_width))); 
        static_COF_list_acrylic(idx-1, 1) = I+index; 
        static_COF_list_acrylic(idx-1, 2) = M; 
    end 
    static_COF = nanmean(static_COF_list_acrylic(:,2)); 
end 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Show damage location using data output by DEM simulation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear;clc;close all; 
%% Plot 3D geometry 
function Plot3DGeometry() 
    [v,f,name] = stlRead('stein_large_impeller.stl'); 
    figure; 
    object.vertices = v; 
    object.faces = f; 
    patch(object,'FaceColor',       [0.8 0.8 1.0], ... 
             'EdgeColor',       'none',        ... 
             'FaceLighting',    'gouraud',     ... 
             'AmbientStrength', 0.15,   ... 
             'FaceAlpha', 0.1); 
  
    % Add a camera light, and tone down the specular highlighting 
    camlight('headlight'); 
    material('dull'); 
  
    % Fix the axes scaling, and set a nice view angle 
    axis('image'); 
    view([-135 35]); 
    grid on; 
    title(name); 
    hold on 
end 
 
 
%% Read in data values 
filename = 'D:\Zhengpu\Wisconsin breakage tester\contact.csv'; 
[num,txt,raw] = xlsread(filename); 
% Split data based on type of contact 
particle_geometry = num(num(:,9)==0,:);  
particle_particle = num(num(:,9)==1,:); 
  
%% Impact energy delta histogram 
ImpactEnergy_Delta = num(:,6); 
histogram(ImpactEnergy_Delta) 
xlabel('ImpactEnergy Delta') 
ylabel('Frequency') 
  
%% Particle-geometry contact 
% Plot3DGeometry() 
x_pg = particle_geometry(:,3)*1000; 
y_pg = particle_geometry(:,4)*1000; 
z_pg = particle_geometry(:,5)*1000; 
ImpactEnergy_Delta_pg = particle_geometry(:,6); 
Norm_velocity_pg = particle_geometry(:,8); 
scatter3(x_pg,y_pg,z_pg, 10, Norm_velocity_pg,'filled') 
colorbar 
caxis([7, 20]) 
%% Particle-particle contact 
% Plot3DGeometry() 
x_pp = particle_particle(:,3)*1000; 
y_pp = particle_particle(:,4)*1000; 
z_pp = particle_particle(:,5)*1000; 
ImpactEnergy_Delta_pp = particle_particle(:,6); 
Norm_velocity_pp = particle_particle(:,8); 
scatter3(x_pp,y_pp,z_pp, 10, Norm_velocity_pp,'filled') 
colorbar 
caxis([7, 20]) 
%% Check how many events are particle-blade edge impact 
Plot3DGeometry() 
particle_edge = particle_geometry(particle_geometry(:,4)*1000>-66.8 & 
particle_geometry(:,4)*1000<-60.8,:);  
x_pe = particle_edge(:,3)*1000; 
y_pe = particle_edge(:,4)*1000; 
z_pe = particle_edge(:,5)*1000; 
ImpactEnergy_Delta_pe = particle_edge(:,6); 
Norm_velocity_pe = particle_edge(:,8); 
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scatter3(x_pe,y_pe,z_pe, 10, Norm_velocity_pe,'filled') 
colorbar 
caxis([7, 20]) 
%% Check negative velocity 
Plot3DGeometry() 
negative_velocity = num(num(:,8)<0,:);  
x_nv = negative_velocity(:,3)*1000; 
y_nv = negative_velocity(:,4)*1000; 
z_nv = negative_velocity(:,5)*1000; 
ImpactEnergy_Delta_nv = negative_velocity(:,6); 
Norm_velocity_nv = negative_velocity(:,8); 
scatter3(x_nv,y_nv,z_nv, 10, Norm_velocity_nv,'filled') 
colorbar 
  
%% Plot damage location with scatter point (not working) 
for i=1:length(num) 
    % circle for particle-geometry contact 
    if num(i,9)==0 
        scatter3(num(i,3),num(i,4),num(i,5), 'o', 'r') 
    % cross for particle-particle contact 
    elseif num(i,9)==1 
        scatter3(num(i,3),num(i,4),num(i,5), 'x', 'g') 
    end 
    hold on 
end 
%% Plot 3D histogram 
close all 
figure('position', [200, 200, 500, 400]); 
h1 = histogram2(x,y,[24 12],'FaceColor','flat'); 
colorbar 
  
figure('position', [700, 200, 500, 400]); 
h2 = histogram2(x,z,[12 12],'FaceColor','flat'); 
colorbar 
  
figure('position', [1200, 200, 500, 400]); 
h3 = histogram2(y,z,[12 12],'FaceColor','flat'); 
colorbar 
  
%% Plot 3D model 
[v,f,name] = stlRead('stein_large_impeller.stl'); 
figure; 
object.vertices = v; 
object.faces = f; 
patch(object,'FaceColor',       [0.8 0.8 1.0], ... 
         'EdgeColor',       'none',        ... 
         'FaceLighting',    'gouraud',     ... 
         'AmbientStrength', 0.15,   ... 
         'FaceAlpha', 0.1); 
  
% Add a camera light, and tone down the specular highlighting 
camlight('headlight'); 
material('dull'); 
  
% Fix the axes scaling, and set a nice view angle 
axis('image'); 
view([-135 35]); 
grid on; 
title(name); 
hold on 
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